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DATA INSECURITY LAW 

David Stein 

 

By broad consensus, data security laws have failed to stem 

a rising tide of data breaches. Lawmakers and commentators 

blame these failures on some combination of underenforcement 

and the laws failure to recognize the full range of data breach 

harms. Proposed solutions would augment or expand existing data 

security laws. 

These proposed solutions share a fatal flaw: they are 

rooted in traditional theories of deterrence by punishment. Data 

security laws come in three forms: duties to protect data, duties to 

notify consumers after a breach, and post-breach remedies. Almost 

every data security law is enforced through sanctions, most of 

which are applied after a company discovers a data breach. In 

theory, companies increase their data security efforts to avoid 

sanctions. While appropriate for companies that purchase 

software, this approach is ineffective when applied to companies 

that build and provide software as an online service. In the cloud 

context, improving cybersecurity practices increases expected 

sanctions. And the cloud context matters. Online data security 

implicates almost all personal data; online services hold the lion’s 

share of personal data and offline firms rely heavily on cloud 

software to operate their businesses. 

This Article calls for a new approach to data security 

regulation, founded on a systemic view of data security practice. 

By focusing on system-level incentives instead of individual 

outcomes, lawmakers can bring data security law back into 

harmony with policy goals. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

The “Shellshock” bug allows a moderately adept computer 

user to take complete control of an unpatched computer.1 For 

decades the bug lurked—undiscovered—in almost every 

smartphone, Mac, and Linux computer, along with most websites 

and an unknown portion of “smart” devices.2 There is no way to 

retroactively determine how many computers and websites were 

affected by the bug, but we know that hackers took advantages of 

the flaw and that millions of internet-connected devices remain 

vulnerable.3  

Shellshock is not an anomaly. Hackers and defenders are 

engaged in a never-ending arms race to obscure or detect data 

security failures.4 Sometimes the hackers win, and breaches go 

undetected. Defenders have no way to know exactly how many data 

breaches go undetected each year. Even when defenders uncover a 

new vulnerability, they often have no way to determine if hackers 

exploited that vulnerability in the past.5 

                                                 
1 The “Shellshock” moniker refers to a shell, a program that provides 

an interface to the underlying operating system (for example, the shell 

manages starting programs and interacting with files). See generally ERIC 

S. RAYMOND & GUY L. STEELE, THE NEW HACKER’S DICTIONARY (1991). 

The bug affects the “Bourne Again Shell,” which has been the default 

shell since the mid-90’s. Chet Ramey, The GNU Bourne-Again Shell,  

CASE WESTERN RESERVE U., 

https://tiswww.case.edu/php/chet/bash/bashtop.html (last updated Aug. 

11, 2023).  Taking advantage of the bug is easy: I set up an (unpatched) 

web server and was able to break in using the bug in about ten minutes 

(for ethical reasons, I am not providing a citation to instructions).  
2 See, e.g., Elisa Bertino et al., Developing A Compelling Vision for 

Winning the Cybersecurity Arms Race, 10 PROC. ACM CONF. DATA & 

APPLICATION SEC. & PRIV. 220, 221 (2020). 
3 See CVE-2014-6271 [shellshock], National Vulnerability Database, 

NAT’L INST. STANDARDS. [hereinafter “NIST”], 

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln/detail/CVE-2014-6271 (last visited June 04, 

2023) (stating that shellshock is listed in CISA's Known Exploited 

Vulnerabilities Catalog). While estimating the number of computers 

infected by the bug is imprecise at best, reports agree that a large number 

of internet-connected devices—of which there are billions—remain 

infected. See generally Jaime Blasco, Attackers exploiting Shellshock 

(CVE-2014-6271) in the wild, AT&T SEC. (Sept. 25, 2014); Mark Stone, 

Shellshock In-Depth: Why This Old Vulnerability Won't Go Away, SEC. 

INTEL. (Aug. 06, 2020). 
4 This is a point of frequent discussion in the cybersecurity 

community. See, e.g., Elisa Bertino et al., Panel: Developing A 

Compelling Vision for Winning the Cybersecurity Arms Race, ACM 

CONF. DATA & APPLICATION SEC. & PRIVACY (Mar. 16, 2020) (discussing 

state of the art and literature on the “arms race between the attackers and 

the defenders”). 
5 See, e.g., Heartbleed Bug, SYNOPSYS, https://heartbleed.com/ (last 
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Each year, data breaches cause billions of dollars of 

economic harm, expose tens of millions of people’s personal 

information, disrupt political processes, and cause a variety of other 

personal and social harms.6 Policymakers enacted data security 

laws to address these issues. These laws are designed to discourage 

the adoption of lax data security practices. Though implementation 

varies between states, data security law takes three forms: duties to 

protect data, data breach notification rules, and liability rules.7 In 

theory, these rules force companies to adopt better security 

practices and to internalize the costs of a breach. Despite these 

regulatory interventions, the number of reported data breaches 

continues to grow.8 

Punitive laws only work when enforcers can detect non-

compliance. In the case of data security, enforcers need some 

mechanism to detect lax data security practices or the data breaches 

those practices allow. I argue that the punitive approach to data 

security regulation is doomed to fail because it relies on self-

monitoring by regulated firms. My argument is supported by this 

Article’s core contribution: a new model of online data security 

practices informed by a careful review of trade literature, internal 

documentation, practitioner interviews, and a decade of personal 

experience.9 The model identifies over a dozen kinds of security 

failures and corner-cutting that are either undetectable to enforcers, 

                                                 
visited Aug. 15, 2021) (“Exploitation of this bug does not leave any trace 

of anything abnormal happening . . . . [h]as this been abused in the wild? 

We don't know.”). 
6 See John Buzzard, 2022 Identity Fraud Study: The Virtual 

Background, JAVELIN (Mar. 29, 2022) (estimating identity theft alone 

accounted for over $20 billion in consumer losses in 2021); Data Breach 

Statistics by Country in 2021, SURFSHARK (Dec. 20, 2021) (estimating 

952 million accounts were breached in the first 11 months of 2021, 212.4 

million of which were in the United States). 
7 See infra Part I. 
8  See DANIEL SOLOVE & WOODROW HARTZOG, BREACHED!: WHY 

DATA SECURITY LAW FAILS AND HOW TO IMPROVE IT 22–29 (2022) 

(ebook) (collecting sources and providing a narrative around the growth 

of data breaches between 2005 and 2019); but see Benjamin Edwards et 

al., Hype and Heavy Tails: A Closer Look at Data Breaches, 2 J.  

CYBERSEC. 1, 8 (2016) (suggesting that the growing number of breaches 

in the PRC data—on which Breached! and most of its cited sources rely—

can be explained as statistical artifacts). 
9 A trio of anthologies on site reliability engineering and security 

engineering form the backbone of this account:  HEATHER ADKINS ET AL., 

BUILDING SECURE AND RELIABLE SYSTEMS:  

BEST PRACTICES FOR DESIGNING, IMPLEMENTING AND MAINTAINING SY

STEMS (2020) [hereinafter “SECENG HANDBOOK”]; BETSY BEYER ET AL., 

SITE RELIABILITY ENGINEERING (2016); [hereinafter “SRE BOOK”]; and 

BETSY BEYER ET AL., THE SITE RELIABILITY WORKBOOK (2018) 

[hereinafter “SRE WORKBOOK”]. 
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or unaffected by punitive enforcement mechanisms.10 This Article 

also finds that many cybersecurity efforts pull from a shared, 

limited pool of resources. The result: data security laws that reward 

“teaching to the test” and discourage critical but hard-to-measure 

security efforts, especially if those efforts would expose otherwise 

undetectable problems. These overlooked failures compound over 

time.11 

The body of data security law scholarship identifies many 

of the issues raised by this Article individually but does not offer a 

comprehensive account analyzing their interplay.12 A few problems 

                                                 
10 See infra Part II. 
11 For example, data breaches can often weaken data security across 

entire sectors, meaning each breach makes future breaches more likely. 

SOLOVE & HARTZOG, supra note 8, at 76–77; see also infra Part III.A 

(discussing “lateral” attack risk). 
12  Broadly, prior articles in the space identify four types of problems 

with data security laws. First, that data subjects have insufficient 

opportunities to mitigate the harms caused by data breaches, and often 

advocates for tort-like liability for breaches and lax security practices. See 

Danielle Keats Citron, Reservoirs  of  Danger: The Evolution of Public 

and Private Law at the Dawn of the Information Age, 80 S. CAL. L. REV. 

241, 296–97 (2007) (advocating for a strict liability scheme for breached 

companies); Jon L. Mills & Kelsey Harclerode, Privacy, Mass Intrusion 

and the Modern Data Breach, 69 FLA. L. REV. 771, 784–85 (2017); Jay 

P. Kesan & Carol M. Hayes, Liability for Data Injuries, 2019 U. ILL. L. 

REV. 295, 301–05 (2019); Daniel M. Filler et al., Negligence at the 

Breach: Information Fiduciaries and the Duty to Care for Data, 54 CONN. 

L. REV. 105 (2021); but see Mark Verstraete & Tal Zarsky, Optimizing 

Breach Notification, 3 U. ILL. L. REV. 803 (2021) (arguing against 

traditional tort-like remedies for data breaches).  

Second, that data security laws overlook certain data breach harms.  

See Ido Kilovaty, Psychological Data Breach Harms, 23 N.C. J.L. & 

TECH. 1 (2021); Danielle Citron & Daniel Solove, Privacy Harms, 102 

B.U. L. REV 793–94 (2022) (defining privacy harms and describing the 

difficulty in remedying those harms in court); see also Omri Ben-Shahar, 

Data Pollution, 11 J. LEGAL ANALYSIS 104 (June 2018) (discussing harms 

such as disruption of social institutions and public interests); Kyle 

McKibbin, Regulating Data Breaches: A Data Superfund Statute, 23  J. 

CAL. ENT. & TECH. L. 649 (2021).  

Third, that data security laws are too focused on ex post remedies 

instead of ex ante negligence, resulting in avoidable harms. These 

arguments often call for increased ex ante security enforcement. See 

generally Daniel M. Filler et al., Negligence at the Breach: Information 

Fiduciaries and the Duty to Care for Data, 54 CONN. L. REV. 105 (2022). 

Or, identify specific practical failures in data security laws. See generally 

Jeff Kosseff, The Cybersecurity Privilege, 12 J.L. & POL’Y FOR INFO. 

SOC’Y 641 (2016). Finally, that data security laws overlook systemic 

issues. This view started with cybersecurity literature, who call for a 

redesigned cybersecurity law that accounts for broader security issues in 

tech infrastructure. See generally Andrea M. Matwyshyn, Cyber!, 2017 
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are almost completely neglected: no commentary engages deeply 

with detection issues, with the complexities of detecting still-in-

progress breaches, or with the data security challenges raised by 

labor supply issues. By focusing on individual cases and classes of 

harm, current laws and proposals reallocate resources to the 

problem du jour, often treating the symptoms of data breach harm 

while exacerbating the cause.13 Under-informed reshuffling of 

security efforts cannot fix the data breach endemic; a complete 

solution needs to go beyond regulatory whack-a-mole. 

This Article advocates for a systems thinking approach to 

data security regulation. Instead of trying to identify and discourage 

undesirable behavior, this approach would focus on the sector-wide 

effects of new policy mechanisms.14 Surprisingly, even though I 

argue that data security laws are currently net negative, applying 

my proposed approach would not result in a complete overhaul of 

existing law. Instead, my approach helps identify which regulatory 

mechanisms are failing. I outline how policymakers could achieve 

their data security goals—whatever they might be—through a 

targeted pruning of punitive laws and selective addition of 

regulatory carrots. 

While this Article’s recommendations may seem mild in 

isolation, they would represent a substantial momentum change. 

State legislatures and the FTC have expanded punitive enforcement 

for over a decade and seem committed to their trajectory; in the first 

month of this year alone, five states passed updates to their data 

security laws. At the time of writing, ten more state legislatures 

have bills—often with bipartisan support—in committee.15 The 

FTC—the de facto federal data security regulator—has explicitly 

prioritized data security enforcement and rulemaking.16 This 

                                                 
BYU L. REV. 1109 (2017); Jeff Kosseff, Hacking Cybersecurity Law, 3 

U. ILL. L. REV. 811 (2019). 
13 See supra note 12 (collecting sources). Even the “holistic” 

approach in Daniel Solove and Woodrow Hartzog’s recent book on data 

breaches holds tight to the deterrence through punishment mindset, 

outlining new ways to stop the “harms of poor security.” See SOLOVE & 

HARTZOG, supra note 8, at 190–96 (proposing a ten-part framework for 

data security law reform, eight parts would either adjust existing punitive 

enforcement or introduce new data security requirements, one part calls 

for better mitigation of data breach harms, and one part recommending a 

risk-management). 
14 I borrow the term “systems thinking” from Evelyn Douek, who 

advocates for a similar approach to content moderation. See generally 

Evelyn Douek, Content Moderation as Systems Thinking, 136 HARV. L. 

REV. 526 (2022). 
15  Anokhy Desai, US State Privacy Legislation Tracker, INT’L ASS’N 

PRIV. PROS. [“IAPP”] (last updated May 19, 2023), 

https://iapp.org/resources/article/us-state-privacy-legislation-tracker/. 
16  Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n [hereinafter “FTC”], FTC 
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Article does not just recommend hitting the breaks, it recommends 

turning around. 

This Article is structured as follows. Part I introduces data 

breaches, data security, and data security law. Part II describes how 

current data security laws undermine consumer data security. It 

considers three situations. First, I consider cloud services that have 

some external incentive to practice good security and identify eight 

ways in which the law restricts those firms’ efforts. Second, I 

consider cloud services that have insufficient security practices and 

identify four ways in which the law discourages improvement. 

Third, I review different ways to reduce data breach harms and find 

that the law’s effects on data breach mitigation are ambiguous. The 

effects of data breach mitigation efforts are hard to measure, and 

the desirability of those effects depends on one’s assumptions and 

values. 

Part III outlines how a systemic approach to data breach 

regulation could improve consumer data security. It distinguishes 

between problems that require a reward-based approach and 

problems that are susceptible to sanction-based rules. Though this 

part contains several specific exemplars, these are meant to 

demonstrate how one might apply the model, and do not advocate 

for any specific regulatory provision. 

Part IV introduces an interesting implication of the 

Article’s descriptive work: the justification for urgent regulatory 

action depends on the standard, oversimplified understanding of 

data breaches. Since the Article’s model weakens the case for 

urgency, regulatory inaction might be an optimal—or at least 

reasonable—short-term governance strategy for data security 

regulation. 

I. DATA SECURITY17 

Data breaches always involve three parties: the data 

subject, the data holder, and the data thief. This Article focuses on 

the law’s effect on data holders and their efforts to secure data. This 

Part introduces data security law and data security practice. 

                                                 
Explores Rules Cracking Down on Commercial Surveillance and Lax 

Data Security Practices (Aug. 11, 2022). 
17  At the outset: a brief note on cyberterminology. As Andrea 

Matwyshyn notes in her article, Cyber!, the term “cybersecurity” is a 

policy artifact and not heavily used in the field to which it refers. 

Matwyshyn, supra note 12. In my experience, the “cyber” prefix is used, 

when necessary, to disambiguate between terms with both physical and 

non-physical meanings. For example, an “attack” on a data center might 

refer to a physical or digital break-in. This Article often drops the “cyber” 

prefix. 
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A. Data Security Law 

This section reviews the purpose, structure, and 

enforcement of data security law (“DSL”). The exact boundaries of 

DSL are fuzzy.18 For my purposes, DSL comprises the laws 

designed to encourage the defense of personal data. A broader 

definition of DSL might include laws designed to punish hacking.19 

Since this Article focuses on defender incentives, it’s sufficient to 

know that some hacker activities have civil and criminal 

repercussions.20 

1. Purpose 

Worried that companies might not invest in security—

which is invisible until it goes wrong21—lawmakers designed the 

first DSLs to bolster security and consumer confidence in e-

commerce. Over time, DSL justifications expanded to include 

economic efficiency, distributive justice, and fundamental rights. 

From an economic perspective, many data breach costs are felt by 

data subjects or the broader community.22 DSLs encourage 

increased security investment by making firms internalize those 

costs.23 From the distributed justice perspective, DSLs help shift 

data breach harms from the people affected by a breach to the 

companies whose lax security practices allowed the breach to 

occur.24 From a fundamental rights view, data breach laws help 

codify a fundamental right to control data about oneself.25 

2. Structure 

DSLs all follow roughly the same tripartite structure. 

Whenever someone holds data about another person, they must 

                                                 
18  See Kosseff, Hacking Cybersecurity Law, supra note 12 

(identifying “data security statutes” as a subset of cybersecurity law); 

Kilovaty, supra note 12 (explaining the under-definition of 

“cybersecurity” and “information security”). 
19 Kosseff, Hacking Cybersecurity Law, supra note 12. 
20 For example, the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act makes it a crime, 

punishable by fine or prison, to “knowingly access[] a computer without 

authorization.” 18 U.S.C. § 1030 (2022). Note that these disincentives 

often have jurisdictional limits, despite the global nature of the internet. 
21 See generally Jeffrey L. Vagle, Cybersecurity and Moral Hazard, 

23 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 71 (2020). 
22 Verstraete & Zarsky, supra note 12, at 812. 
23 Sasha Romanosky & Alessandro Acquisti, Privacy Costs and 

Personal Data Protection: Economic and Legal Perspectives, 24 

BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1062, 1068 (2009). Much of Part II, infra, questions 

whether improved security reduces expected DSL costs. 
24 Verstraete & Zarsky, supra note 12, at 830–34. 
25 Id. 
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protect that data by following several rules and standards.26 When 

a data holder discovers a breach, the holder must notify data 

subjects and regulators within a short timeframe.27 Afterward, 

breached firms are liable for the harms caused by the breach.28 

California was the first state to adopt this three-prong 

approach when it enacted a breach notification rule (BNR) in 

2003.29 Other states quickly followed suit; most states had BNRs 

by 2005.30 Today, every state DSL follows this general structure.31 

While there is no analogous federal statute, the FTC enforces 

similar standards through its authority to restrict unfair trade 

practices.32 The protection/notification/remedies structure is also 

common internationally and in sector-specific enforcement.33 This 

section reviews the range of implementations of general DSL by 

states and the FTC. 

                                                 
26 For example, California requires “reasonable . . . safeguards to 

ensure . . . the security and confidentiality of records.” CAL. CIV. CODE § 

1798.21 (2021).  
27 Mintz Levin, US State Data Breach Notification Law Matrix, IAPP 

(last visited Sept. 1, 2023), https://iapp.org/resources/article/state-data-

security-breach-notification-laws-mintz/. 
28 Id. 
29 CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.82 (2022). The addition of a notification 

rule is often attributed to Prof. Dierdre Mulligan. See, e.g., How Deirdre 

Mulligan Influenced California’s Data Security Law, UC BERKELEY 

SCHOOL OF INFO. (Mar. 06, 2009) (quoting Kim Zetter, California Looks 

to Expand Data Breach Notification Law, WIRED NEWS). 
30 18 states had enacted BNLs by 2005 (Arkansas, Connecticut, 

Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Maine, Minnesota, 

Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, 

Tennessee, Washington); 32 states by 2006 (Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, 

Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, 

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, Wisconsin); 44 states by 

2008 (Maryland Massachusetts, Oregon, Texas, Wyoming, Alaska, Iowa, 

Oklahoma, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia); all states by 2018. 

For a list of the relevant locations in each state code, see Security Breach 

Notification Laws, NAT’L CONF. STATE LEGS. [“NCSL”] (last updated 

Jan. 17, 2022).  
31 Id. 
32 See infra Appendix A (listing some of the FTC’s data security 

complaints); see also, e.g., FTC, PRIVACY AND DATA SECURITY UPDATE: 

2016, at 4–5 (2016), 

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/privacy-data-

security-update-2016/privacy_and_data_security_update_2016_web.pdf 

(summarizing data security enforcement at the FTC). 
33 E.g., GEN. DATA PROT. REGUL. [“GDPR”] arts. 32–33; HIPAA 

Security Rule, 45 C.F.R. § 164.306. 
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a. Protection Duties 

When a firm holds someone’s personal data it has a duty to 

protect that data. Though specific duties vary by state, they fit 

broadly into two categories: rules, which invoke specific data 

security practices, and standards, which require “reasonable” 

security effort. 

i. Data Security Rules 

About half of state DSLs mandate specific security 

practices. The most common mandates are data disposal rules and 

duties to investigate.34 Under data disposal rules, companies must 

delete any data they no longer need. Under the duty to investigate 

a company must make a “good faith and prompt investigation” into 

potential data breaches after it becomes aware of a vulnerability, 

detects a failure in a security safeguard, or determines that a breach 

of security has or may have occurred.35 Most states also 

encourage—but don’t compel—the use of specific technologies. 

For example, some states exempt encrypted databases from DSL 

duties and liabilities by defining personal data to exclude encrypted 

data.36 

ii. Reasonable Security 

Standards 

Most states require “reasonable security practices,” and 

most data security-related complaints filed by state Attorney 

Generals (AG) and the FTC use the failure to implement reasonable 

security as their cause of action.37 The FTC—the major enforcer of 

data security for online services—has broad authority to regulate 

data security.38 This authority was recently tested in FTC v. 

Wyndham. In Wyndham, the Third Circuit held that the FTC does 

not need to provide notice proscribing or requiring specific 

practices before initiating enforcement actions against firms with 

                                                 
34 States’ data destruction provisions include, e.g., KAN. STAT. § 50-

7a03; CAL. CIV. CODE §1798.81; LA. REV. STAT. §51:3074; UTAH CODE 

§ 13-44-201(2). State duties to investigate include, e.g., NEB. REV. STATE. 

§87-803(1); IND. CODE § 28-51-105 (2016); KAN. STAT. § 50-7a02(a); 

UTAH CODE § 13-44-202(1)(a). 
35 See, e.g., ALA. CODE § 8-38-4(a) (2022). 
36 See, e.g., MICH. COMP. L. §§ 445.63(g), 445.72(1) (defining 

"encrypted" and specifying that a data breach only applies when 

unencrypted data is stolen). 
37 See generally Charlotte Tschider, Locking Down “Reasonable” 

Cybersecurity Duty, 41 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 75 (2023) (discussing and 

enumerating different data security duties of care). 
38 F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide, 799 F.3d 236 (3d Cir. 2015). 
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security practices the agency finds unreasonable.39 While the FTC 

has never articulated a test for reasonable security, some 

commentators suggest that the FTC’s caselaw describes a “de facto 

common law” for data security practices.40 Every FTC complaint 

lists several shortcomings and oversights,41 and the agency’s 

method for deciding which combinations of mistakes cross into the 

realm of unreasonable practice remains opaque.42  

Yet some practices seem especially important. Three 

security failures appear in at least a third of FTC data security 

complaints: (1) inadequate internal documentation, (2) inadequate 

training of personnel, and (3) inadequate safeguards against 

“commonly known or reasonably foreseeable” attacks.43 Other 

recurring allegations include inadequate measures to ensure the 

security of external providers and the use of inappropriate or 

outdated technical protocols.44 The “inadequate” qualifier does a 

lot of work; except in the rare cases when a firm entirely fails to 

adopt a practice, the fact that a breach or vulnerability occurred is 

a key factor in the agency’s proof of inadequacy. Some state courts 

also recognize a common-law duty to protect data.45 

b. Notification Duties 

Breach notification rules (“BNRs”) are the linchpin of 

every data security law.46 Without notification, consumers and 

enforcers are unlikely to learn that a data breach occurred, and even 

less likely to trace breached data back to its source.47 Under every 

                                                 
39 Id. at 243, 259. 
40 Daniel J. Solove & Woodrow Hartzog, The FTC and the New 

Common Law of Privacy, 114 COLUM. L. REV. 583, 607 (2014). 
41 E.g., Complaint, Microsoft Corp., No. 0123240 (F.T.C. Aug. 08, 

2002). 
42 E.g., Jeff Kosseff, Defining Cybersecurity Law, 103 IOWA L. REV. 

985, 1012 (2018); Filler et al., supra note 12, at 113–114; Solove & 

Hartzog, supra note 40, at 613; see also Sasha Romanosky & Benjamin 

Boudreaux, Private-Sector Attribution of Cyber Incidents: Benefits and 

Risks to the U.S. Government, 34 INT’L J. INTEL. & COUNTERINTEL. 463, 

480 (2021) (summarizing expert interviews suggesting the private sector 

has greater visibility into data breaches). 
43 See infra Appendix A. 
44 See id. 
45 See, e.g., Dittman v. UPMC, 196 A. 3d 1036 (Pa. 2018) 

(recognizing an affirmative duty of care for data holders); see also Filler 

et al., supra note 12, at 120 (discussing court-made duties of care). 
46 See, e.g., U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION & 

DEVELOPMENT, THE OECD PRIVACY FRAMEWORK 26–27 (2013), 

https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecd_privacy_framework.pdf 

(describing the role of breach notification laws). 
47 Cyber attribution—the tracing of malicious web traffic and stolen 

data back to its source—is a famously thorny challenge. See, e.g., Thomas 
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state’s DSL, companies must notify consumers and regulators as 

soon as reasonably practicable after discovering a breach.48 Many 

states have a maximum time to notify, ranging from 30 to 90 days 

to notify consumers, and as little as 48 hours to notify agencies.49 

Breach notifications can be delayed to avoid interfering with 

ongoing law enforcement investigations. A few states may also 

allow a reasonable delay to restore system integrity, typically with 

oversight from law enforcement.50 

Depending on the state, BNR duties attach after either an 

acquisition or risk of harm trigger.51 Under an acquisition trigger, 

companies have a duty to notify after the discovery or notification 

that “[personal data] was, or is reasonably believed to have been, 

acquired by an unauthorized person.”52 Under a risk-of-harm 

trigger, companies have a duty to notify when a data breach results 

in a risk of harm.53 Risk-of-harm triggers are arguably more 

stringent than acquisition triggers, since they are usually paired 

with an ex ante investigation duty.54 Companies must notify the 

public at the end of their investigations unless they find no risk of 

                                                 
Rid & Ben Buchanan, Attributing Cyber Attacks, 38 J. STRATEGIC STUD. 

4, 4–7 (2015) (summarizing the cyber attribution problem space). 
48 Almost every state requires notification “as soon as reasonably 

practicable,” e.g. KY. REV. STAT. § 365.732(3) (2022), or “immediately,” 

e.g., HAW. REV. STAT. § 487N-2(b) (2022); see also Data Breach 

Notification Law Summary Chart, BAKERHOSTETLER LLP (2023), 

https://admin.bakerlaw.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/State-Data-

Breach-Notification-Law-All-States.pdf.  
49 At time of writing, 20 states set a maximum time to notify affected 

users: AL, AZ, CO, CT, DE, FL, IN, LA, ME, MD, NM, OH, OR, RI, SD, 

TN, TX, VT, WA, WI. Both WestLaw and LexisNexis maintain a table 

of data breach timing requirements by state. Some states set tighter 

deadlines for notification of agencies. See, e.g., 9 VT. STAT. ANN. TIT. 9 § 

2435(b)(3)(B)(i) (2022) (14 days to notify the state Attorney General); 

MINN. STAT. § 325E.61 Subd. 2 (2022) (48 hours to begin coordinating 

with credit agencies). For a more up-to-date list, see Security Breach 

Notification Laws, supra note 30. 
50 Utah’s data protection statute is one of the most explicit versions 

of this clause. UTAH CODE §§ 13-44-202(2) (allowing reasonable delay for 

“determining the scope of the breach of system security” and “restoring 

the reasonable integrity of the system”); see also, e.g., OKLA. STAT. TIT. 

24 § 163(A) (2022) (using similar language to describe “reasonable 

delay”). 
51 My goal here is to quickly set up some clear terms to use in my 

analysis. I am modeling these terms after Jones. See Michael E. Jones, 

Data Breaches: Recent Developments in the Public and Private Sectors, 

3 J.L. POL’Y FOR INFO. SOC’Y 555, 562 (2007) (inventing the 

classifications “acquisition-based” and “risk-based” triggers). 
52  Id. at 562.  
53 Id. at 563. 
54 Of the 22 states with “risk of harm” exceptions, 17 have a duty to 

investigate.  
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harm.55 A mandatory investigation that fails to disprove risk of 

harm in time can trigger a notification duty, even if it also fails to 

discover evidence that would set off an acquisition trigger.56 

Though BNRs require response times measured in days or 

hours, the moment that triggers a notification duty remains an open 

question.57 No caselaw involves contention around the finer points 

of notification timing. When FTC complaints identify the moment 

of discovery, they either use the first documented evidence of a 

breach, or the first attempt to mitigate the potential harm of a 

breach.58 

Firms must include certain information in notices.59 To 

comply with these requirements, firms must prioritize collecting 

required information before their notification timers run out. 

Among other things, notices must describe who was affected, what 

data was accessed, how the breach was detected, and what the 

company is doing to mitigate the effects of the breach.60 

                                                 
55 See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 6-1-716(2)(a) ("The covered entity 

shall give notice . . . unless the investigation determines that the misuse of 

information about a Colorado resident has not occurred and is not 

reasonably likely to occur."). 
56 Id. 
57 A few states offer a slightly more granular definition. See, e.g., 

COLO. REV. STAT. § 6-1-716(1)(c) (“‘Determination that a security breach 

occurred’ means the point in time at which there is sufficient evidence to 

conclude that a security breach has taken place.”). There is no caselaw on 

the “sufficient evidence” standard. 
58 The FTC’s recent complaint in CafePress provides examples of 

both definitions. See Complaint ¶¶ 19, 53, Residual Pumpkin Entity d/b/a 

CafePress, No. 1923209 (F.T.C. Mar. 15, 2022), 2022 WL 873341 

[hereinafter “CafePress”] (citing a forced password reset as proof of 

knowledge of a breach); id. at ¶¶ 13, 18 (noting the date of receipt of 

reports from third parties containing evidence of a potential breach). 
59 The precise content required by security breach notifications has 

been a moving target and point of scholarly debate for almost as long as 

data breach notifications have been around. E.g., Paul M. Schwartz & 

Edward J. Janger, Notification of Data Security Breaches, 105 MICH. L. 

REV. 913, 960 (2007) (raising the question of notification content as a key 

question in the seminal scholarly work on data breach notifications); 

Verstraete & Zarsky, supra note 12, at 814 (engaging with the content 

question); see generally Samson Yoseph Esayas, Breach Notification 

Requirements Under the European Union Legal Framework: 

Convergence, Conflicts, and Complexity in Compliance, 31 UIC JOHN 

MARSHALL J. INFO. TECH. & PRIVACY L. 317 (2014) (discussing breach 

notification content in the European Union). 
60 E.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.82(d)(1).  
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c. Remedies 

After sending a breach notice, companies are subject to 

regulatory investigations and consumer litigation. Many consumers 

pursue class-action lawsuits in response to data breaches under a 

range of theories of liability.61 These plaintiffs often have trouble 

establishing standing and non-speculative damages.62 State statutes 

providing minimum liquidated damages and private rights of action 

have occasionally overcome these standing issues in analogous 

data privacy cases.63 Some legislatures have considered adding 

similar clauses for victims of data breaches.64 Agencies also sue 

breached companies after a data breach, using fines and injunctions 

to mitigate data breach harms.65 

Though data breach remedies are a rich area of legal study, 

a simple model is sufficient for this Article, which focuses on 

                                                 
61 See Sasha Romanosky et al., Empirical Analysis of Data Breach 

Litigation, 11 J. EMP. LEGAL STUD. 74, 76 (2014) (“complaints allege a 

staggering range of both common-law (tort, breach of contract) and 

statutory causes of action”). 
62 Citron & Solove, supra note 12, at 826. For accounts of various 

theories of harm that have faced difficulty in the courts, see, e.g., Kilovaty, 

supra note 12, at 35–40 (psychological harms); Ben-Shahar, supra note 

12, at 110–12 (societal harms); Daniel J. Solove & Danielle Keats Citron, 

Risk and Anxiety: A Theory of Data Breach Harms, 96 TEX. L. REV. 737, 

756, 765 (2018) (risk and anxiety as harms). These standings challenges 

aren’t getting easier: two recent Supreme Court cases involved the 

mishandling of data; in both cases, the Court held that mishandled data 

does not satisfy Article III standing requirements without proof of actual 

harm. Spokeo v. Robins, 578 U.S. 330 (2016) (incorrect personal data in a 

search engine); TransUnion v. Ramirez, 594 U.S. __ (2021) (incorrectly 

labeling people as known terrorists in a background check database). 
63 See Rosenbach v. Six Flags Entertainment, 2019 IL 123186, ¶ 25, 

129 N.E.3d 1197, 1204 (holding that proof of actual damages is not 

required beyond showing a violation of rights granted by a statute). 

Rosenbach involved a statute that provides for minimum statutory 

damages. Id.; 740 ILL. COMP. STAT. 14 (2022). 
64 E.g., California recently updated their data privacy statute to offer 

similar minimum statutory damages for victims of a data breach if the data 

holder does not implement “reasonable security procedures.” CAL. CIV. 

CODE § 1798.150(a)(1) (2022); see also Caroline C. Cease, Giving Out 

Your Number: A Look at the Current State of Data Breach Litigation, 66 

ALA. L. REV. 395, 397–404 (2014) (collecting cases). 
65 See, e.g., Michael T. Borgia et al., NY Attorney General Settlement 

Highlights Challenges of Username and Password Breaches, DAVIS 

WRIGHT TREMAINE PRIVACY & SEC. L. BLOG (Nov. 03, 2022) 

(summarizing recent NY AG enforcement activity); Privacy Enforcement 

Actions, STATE OF CAL. OFF. OF ATTORNEY GENERAL, 

https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/privacy-enforcement-actions (last visited May 

15, 2023) (listing recent data security and data privacy enforcement 

actions); infra Appendix A (enumerating FTC enforcement actions). 
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efforts to defend data. After-the-fact liability only affects defensive 

efforts by altering a defender’s expected costs and future 

capabilities.66 So, from an analytical standpoint, data breach 

remedies all act like an anticipated post hoc penalty. The salience 

and expected magnitude of that penalty is some function of the risk 

of concrete harm to data subjects, the defender’s ability to alter that 

risk, and the amount of reputational damage a breach notice would 

cause.67 

3. Enforcement 

Almost every data security lawsuit and enforcement action 

is motivated by a breach notification. For example, though the 

FTC’s authority applies to data security practices and not breach 

liability, nearly all of the agency’s data security enforcement comes 

in response to data breach notifications.68 The contents of breach 

notifications are often the FTC’s evidence that security practices 

were unreasonable.69 In fact, the FTC has never brought a case for 

insufficient security that did not also involve either a vulnerability 

or a breach.70 This means that the incidence of legal sanctions is 

more closely associated with sending a breach notification than 

with experiencing a breach. 

Most FTC complaints result in a consent decree instead of 

a fine.71 Even without express financial sanctions, defending 

against a complaint costs millions of dollars72 and imposes 

reputational damage that can reduce business and degrade a brand’s 

goodwill.73 The non-pecuniary terms of data protection consent 

                                                 
66 The damage is already done when ex post enforcement begins. 
67 See Verstraete & Zarsky, supra note 12 (arguing that luck and 

activity levels play an outsized role in the incidence of data breach 

sanctions); Sasha Romanosky et al., supra note 61, at 87, 90 (showing 

how the incidence of data breach litigation and amount of damages 

assessed vary between industries). 
68 See infra Appendix A. 
69 Id.  
70 Id. 
71 Id. Given the Supreme Court’s recent holding in AMG Cap. Mgmt. 

v. F.T.C. limiting the FTC’s ability to apply retroactive fines, that trend is 

likely to continue. 141 S.Ct. 1341, 1352 (2021). 
72 See, e.g., Neff Decl. Ex. B.4, F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide, 10 F. 

Supp. 3d 602 (Apr. 20, 2012), available at https://perma.cc/73N3-YACK 

(estimating the cost of responding to an FTC investigation in the millions 

of dollars). 
73 See, e.g., Sanjay Goel & Hany A. Shawky, Estimating the Market 

Impact of Security Breach Announcements on Firm Values, 46 INFO. & 

MGMT. 404 (2009); Cost of a data breach 2022: A million-dollar race to 

detect and respond, IBM 1, 12 (2022) (on file with Author) (estimating 

average breach-related lost business at 1.42 million dollars); but see Paul 

Bischoff, How Data Breaches Affect Stock Market Share Prices, 
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decrees can introduce ongoing legal costs and procedural overhead 

the companies consider far much more expensive than a monetary 

fine.74 

B. Data Beaches Described 

If there were no threats, there would be no need for 

defense; any defensive effort is defined by the things it defends 

against. Since data security defends against data breaches, the first 

step to understanding data security practices is defining data 

breaches. Broadly, DSLs define a data breach as any unauthorized 

access to personal data.75 In this Article, I explore how malicious 

actors get unauthorized access to data.76 

Throughout this Article, I break the data breach timeline 

into four periods: (1) before the breach, (2) when the breach is 

underway but undetected, (3) when the breach is underway and 

detected, and (4) after the breach. At each stage, I use public 

databases cataloging observed hacker tactics and documentation 

from sophisticated cyberdefenders to describe how attackers 

behave and defenders should respond.77 

                                                 
COMPARITECH (last updated Feb. 09, 2021) (suggesting data breaches 

have relatively small long-term impact on a business).  
74 The inability to respond to market shifts quickly can spell doom for 

a tech company. See, e.g., Raj K. Shankar & Tommy H. Clausen, Scale 

Quickly or Fail Fast: An Inductive Study of Acceleration, 98 

TECHNOVATION 1 (2020) (describing the importance of rapid iteration for 

startups); Mirko Perkusich et al., Intelligent Software Engineering in the 

Context of Agile Software Development: A Systematic Literature Review, 

119 INFO. & SOFTWARE TECH. 1 (2020) (summarizing a decade of papers 

development techniques). Anecdotal evidence from personal experience 

and conversations with practitioners suggests that the additional overhead 

introduced by consent decrees far outweigh one-time costs. 
75 See, e.g., COLO. REV. STAT. § 6-1-716(1)(h) (“Security breach” 

means the unauthorized acquisition of unencrypted computerized data that 

compromises the security, confidentiality, or integrity of personal 

information maintained by a covered entity.). 
76 At first glance, this assumption of malice might seem to overlook 

employee mistakes. But a malicious insider is just the worst-case version 

of a sloppy insider, and still fits within a standard threat model. See, e.g., 

SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 29. 
77 The stages of a breach introduced here include all the top-level 

tactics in the MITRE “ATT&CK” framework, a NIST-funded database 

that organizes every observed hacker tactic into a taxonomy. Enterprise 

Tactics, MITRE ATT&CK, https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/enterprise/ 

(last visited Sept. 28, 2022). Linking attacker tactics to defender strategy 

follows the approach recommended by the ATT&CK team. See generally 

Blake Strom et al., Finding Cyber Threats with ATT&CK-Based 

Analytics, MITRE, Rep. No. 16-3713 (June 22, 2017), 

https://www.mitre.org/sites/default/files/2021-11/16-3713-finding-

https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/enterprise/
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1. Before the Breach 

Before starting an attack, attackers must pick a target and 

prepare their attack.78 Hackers identify what kind of data 

organizations have, search for technical and organizational 

vulnerabilities, and assess firms’ ability to detect and repel 

attacks.79 They rank targets based on risk, effort, and potential 

reward.80 After selecting a target and point of entry, hackers prepare 

the resources they’ll need to break in.81 Effective defenders conduct 

a similar search for vulnerabilities, prioritizing repairs by 

considering the likelihood of a successful attack and magnitude of 

potential harm.82 

Threat and risk analyses are cyclical: defenders compute 

threat levels by anticipating hacker incentives, attackers estimate 

risk levels by anticipating defensive efforts. For both attackers and 

defenders, the odds of success are based on the ability to identify, 

understand, and prioritize vulnerabilities better than their 

adversary. 

2. During the Breach; Before Detection 

After gaining access, hackers work to stay hidden.83 Even 

short-lived attacks like ransomware need to avoid detection while 

                                                 
cyber-threats-with-attack-based-analytics.pdf. This approach is also 

followed and recommended in industry accounts and documentation. See, 

e.g., Chapter 2: Understanding Adversaries, in SECENG HANDBOOK, 

supra note 9, at 15, 30. Prof. Andrea Matwyshyn refers to the attacker-

first perspective as “reciprocal security,” and advocates carrying the 

reciprocal view all the way through to policy design—advice this Article 

implicitly follows. Matwyshyn, supra note 12, at 1109. 
78 Reconnaissance, Tactic TA0043, MITRE ATT&CK (Oct. 02, 

2020). 
79 See, e.g., Active Scanning, Technique T1595, MITRE ATT&CK 

(Mar. 08, 2022); Gather Victim Org Information, Technique T1591, 

MITRE ATT&CK (Aug. 27, 2021); Gather Victim Network Information, 

Technique T1590, MITRE ATT&CK (Apr. 15, 2021). 
80 Reconnaissance, supra note 78.  
81 Resource Development, Tactic TA0042, MITRE ATT&CK (Sept. 

30, 2020). 
82 See, e.g., SRE WORKBOOK, supra note 9, at Chs. 2, 3 (describing 

spending an “error budget” to minimize risk); SECENG HANDBOOK, supra 

note 9, at 143–44 (describing prioritization in security and reliability 

efforts). 
83 See Persistence, Tactic TA0003, MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 2019) 

(describing techniques for maintaining a foothold in a changing system); 

Defense Evasion, Tactic TA0005, MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 2019) 

(describing techniques for remaining hidden); Command and Control, 

Tactic TA0011, MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 2019) (outlining techniques 
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breaking through to the right internal system.84 But long-lasting 

attacks are the norm online; the average detected breach evades 

defenders for well over half a year.85 Hackers pursue longer-lasting 

attacks for several reasons. First, online services have complicated 

internal structures, multiple layers of security, little to no public 

documentation, and often incorporate trade secrets.86 

Understanding a system well enough to locate data takes time and 

follow-up attacks.87 Second, ongoing access is often more valuable 

than a smash-and-grab, especially for services where users 

regularly upload new or timely information. Third, access to any 

point in a supply chain can serve as a staging ground for upstream 

and downstream attacks.88 In sum, the longer a hacker can avoid 

detection, the more value they can extract from their target. 

Hacks are hard to detect. In a digital system, stolen data 

doesn’t necessarily go missing, and break-ins don’t cause physical 

damage. Defenders catch hackers by building automated monitors 

that detect anomalies and differentiate between benign anomalies 

and potential problems.89 The probability and latency of detection 

depend on a hacker’s ability to hide relative to a defender’s ability 

to detect, which varies based on relative investment levels, capacity 

to innovate, and experience. 

                                                 
for establishing lines of communication and control between hacker and 

target). 
84 See Privilege Escalation, Tactic TA0004, MITRE ATT&CK (Jan. 

06, 2021) (describing techniques for gaining access beyond an initial 

foothold); Execution, Tactic TA0002, MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 2019) 

(describing techniques for running malicious code and accessing data). 
85 See Cost of a Data Breach 2022, supra note 73, at 14 (reporting 

that a data breach detection takes an average of 277 days); 2021 Data 

Breach Investigations Report, VERIZON 89–90 (2021), 

https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/T128/reports/2021-data-

breach-investigations-report.pdf (reporting a similar delay graphically). 
86 See Discovery, Tactic TA0007, MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 2019) 

(describing post-access challenges faced by hackers and techniques they 

use to reverse-engineer their target system). 
87 Id. 
88 See Lateral Movement, Tactic TA0008, MITRE ATT&CK (July 

19, 2019) (describing techniques that leverage access to one system to 

gain access to another). 
89 See SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 387–90 (describing triage 

efforts); Ch. 6: Monitoring Distributed Systems, in SRE BOOK, supra note 

9 (describing monitoring and alerting systems). For an excellent 

introduction to observability, alerting, and monitoring, see Cindy 

Sridharan, Monitoring in the Time of Cloud Native, MEDIUM (Oct. 04, 

2017). 
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3. During the Breach; After Detection 

Hacker and defender incentives shift significantly after 

breach detection. Detected hackers no longer need to hide. Instead, 

they want to extract as much value as possible before losing access. 

This can include covering their tracks by destroying logs, hiding 

backdoors for future access, and exfiltrating massive amounts of 

data.90 

Defenders need to simultaneously repel the hacker, restore 

system integrity, and catalog what the hacker did.91 Since 

undetected hackers tend to be more cautious, defenders can hide 

the fact of detection to buy time to prepare countermeasures. On 

average, it takes a sophisticated defender about three months post-

detection to repel a hacker and restore system defenses.92 

4. Post-Breach 

Attackers retain the data and system knowledge they 

collected during the attack. They can use these resources in several 

ways, including selling the data and planning future attacks.93 

Defenders conduct post-mortems to collect learnings, update 

organizational and technical processes, and improve threat 

estimates.94 Defenders might also share their learnings with peers. 

To the extent that they can reconstruct what happened during the 

breach, defenders can work with data subjects to mitigate ongoing 

harms.95 

                                                 
90 Often hackers will organize data but hold off on mass exfiltration, 

which uses a lot of bandwidth and is easy to detect. See Collection, Tactic 

TA0009, MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 2019); Exfiltration, Tactic TA0010, 

MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 2019). For destructive post-discovery 

techniques, see Impact, Tactic TA0040, MITRE ATT&CK (July 19, 

2019); see also Persistence, supra note 83 (enumerating techniques that 

include hiding backdoors in target systems). 
91 See generally PAUL CICHONSKI ET AL., COMPUTER SECURITY 

INCIDENT HANDLING GUIDE: RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL 

INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY (Aug. 2012). 
92 See Cost of a Data Breach 2022, supra note 73, at 41 (showing 

average time to contain a breach ranging from 61 to 101 days, depending 

on level of security maturity). 
93 See SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 18–29. 
94 See generally CICHONSKI ET AL., supra note 91. 
95 For example, if a password database is stolen (even if encrypted), 

it leaves people at risk anywhere where they reuse that password. See, e.g., 

Wouter Jansen, Abusing Cloud Services to Fly under the Radar, NCC 

GROUP RSCH. (Jan. 12, 2021) (cataloging one such attack). Brute Force: 

Credential Stuffing, MITRE ATT&CK Sub-Technique T1110.004 (Apr. 

06, 2021) (describing methods for extracting passwords from encrypted 

databases); Compromise Accounts, MITRE ATT&CK Sub-Technique 

T1586 (Apr. 11, 2023) (describing uses for lateral movement through 
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C. Data Security in the Cloud 

Understanding data security incentives requires 

understanding defenders too. The software industry underwent two 

massive paradigm shifts in recent history: one with the rise of e-

commerce at the turn of the millennium; another a decade later with 

the mass adoption of smartphones and the rise of the information 

economy. This section reviews how those shifts altered 

organizational structures, technical practices, and economic 

incentives. 

1. Offline Software 

DSL was designed in the era of offline software. About half 

of American households had a personal computer when the first 

DSL was proposed.96 Most companies handling user data were 

financial or medical institutions, and user records were deeply 

intertwined with the company holding the records.97 Businesses 

and consumers would buy or order software and run that software 

(and store any related data) on their own computers. If a program 

required a specific computer or would only run if consumers 

bought and installed dozens of other pieces of software, the market 

for that program would be limited, so vendors built monolithic, 

hardware-agnostic software.98 

Data security responsibilities for traditional software are 

clear. Companies install the latest patches provided by vendors 

(and perhaps off-the-shelf security tools like antivirus software), 

and IT and compliance teams configure that software and train their 

employees following the best practices for their specific industry 

                                                 
compromised accounts). For other companies to protect affected accounts, 

they need some way to test their own password database against the 

affected firms to identify affected users. Though password re-use is 

generally bad practice, users who reuse passwords can still self-help if 

they know which passwords were compromised. 
96 See generally Camille Ryan, ACS-39, Computer and Internet Use 

in the United States: 2016, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (Aug. 2018); 

Internet/Broadband Fact Sheet, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Apr. 07, 2021). 
97 Competing methods to measure the distribution of information 

yield very different results. See, e.g., Martin Hilbert, A Review of Large-

Scale “how Much Information” Inventories: Variations, Achievements 

and Challenges, 20 INFO. RSCH. 688 (2015) (summarizing methods). Still, 

the technical capacity to store and collate “big data” only came about in 

the mid-to-late ‘00s. See, e.g., Annual Report 2016, WORLD BANK 244 

(2016), 

https://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/596391540568499043/worldbankannu

alreport2016.pdf.  
98 Seda Gurses & Joris van Hoboken, Privacy after the Agile Turn, in 

CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK OF CONSUMER PRIVACY 579, 584 (2017). 
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and software vendor.99 Meanwhile, software vendors design, 

implement, and rigorously test software before distributing it, 

considering security at every stage of the production process.100 

Vendors also fix and distribute patches to address security issues 

uncovered by their users.101 

Hackers target traditional software design for this 

structure. Companies in the same industry often use identical 

software bought from the same vendor and configured and installed 

by the same consultants. Data is often slow to change and stored in 

a consistent place and format across industries. Hackers who find a 

single security flaw can use it against many victims and can grab 

or distort most of their targets’ valuable data in a series of quick 

smash-and-grab attacks.102 

2. To the Cloud! 103 

Today, traditional software is the exception, not the rule.104 

This is a relatively new development. In 2002 only 50% of 

American households had an internet-connected computer; by 

2013, most American individuals owned both a smartphone and a 

computer.105 Consumers wanted to access their digital “stuff” from 

either their phone or computer, so software needed to operate 

independently from any specific device. To accommodate this 

demand, software providers began running applications remotely. 

Since each user needs their own personal instance of an app, any 

data used by online software is necessarily associated with a user’s 

account. 

The shift to online services turned software vendors into 

data holders overnight. Data collection in new online markets 

                                                 
99 See, e.g., Michael L. Rustad & Thomas H. Koenig, The Tort of 

Negligent Enablement of Cybercrime, 20 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1554, 

1559–61 (2005) (describing the vendors of licensors and users in 

cybersecurity). 
100 See, e.g., id. at 1569–71 (describing software vendor 

responsibilities). 
101 Id. 
102 See, e.g., Develop Capabilities, MITRE ATT&CK, Technique 

T1587 (Oct. 17, 2021). 
103 See CPBGroup (@CPBadvert), Windows7 - To the Cloud!, 

YOUTUBE (Aug. 08, 2009), https://youtu.be/8pMymEAs1XE?t=5 

(television advertisement). 
104 One survey of 743 businesses found that 100% used online 

services to run their business. 2023 State of SaaSOps, BETTERCLOUD 1 

(2023), https://www.bettercloud.com/resources/stateofsaasops23/ (full 

report on file with Author) (also reporting that the average business uses 

over 100 SaaS apps, and that for almost 90% of businesses, at least half 

of all software used by the business is SaaS-based).  
105 Monica Anderson, Technology Device Ownership: 2015, PEW 

RSCH. CTR.: INTERNET, SCI. & TECH. (Oct. 29, 2015). 
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quickly eclipsed the data collection by older markets. As people 

started working from their phones, traditional data holders started 

using online services as well. Today, most businesses outsource 

most of their IT needs to cloud services—everything from 

restaurant reservations to email.106 Many businesses have begun to 

build cloud services of their own, like airline reservation and 

branded coffee-ordering apps.107 

Offline mistakes are still relevant in the cloud era: people 

can still click a malicious link in their email or reuse an easily 

guessed password.108 But even those interactions usually involve 

software provided by online services in some meaningful way.109 

3. How Cloud Software is Different 

That cloud software is provided as a service, rather than 

distributed as a product, has deep implications for how programs 

are built, run, and secured. Traditional software development 

mirrors other industrial processes; long development cycles for 

design and testing produce a consumer-ready, stand-alone 

product.110 Online software companies operate more like a service 

organization, reacting to problems and market changes in real 

time.111 Since online services are always on, they can outsource 

complicated functionality to a growing market of hyper-specialized 

“micro” services.112 By rough analogy, using cloud software is like 

hiring a master contractor to manage dozens of specialist 

subcontractors, while using traditional software is like purchasing 

and using a manufactured product. Many operational concepts 

                                                 
106 2023 State of SaaSOps, supra note 104. 
107 E.g., Get the App!, DUNKIN DONUTS, 

https://www.dunkindonuts.com/en/mobile-app (last visited May 27, 

2023). 
108 Yet even these effects can have systemic implications. Password 

complexity requirements, for example, may increase password reuse. In 

fact, this phenomenon led NIST to remove password complexity from its 

official recommended guidelines in 2017. See generally NIST, NIST 

Spec. Pub. No. 800-63, DIGITAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES (2017). 
109 For example, if email services are hosted by a cloud service, then 

a data breach over email also involves that cloud provider. 
110 The seminal paper describing the approach describes software 

development for spacecraft missions, Winston W. Royce, Managing the 

Development of Large Software Systems, IEEE WESCON 328, 329 

(1970).  
111 E.A. Brewer, Lessons from Giant-Scale Services, 5 IEEE 

INTERNET COMPUTING 46 (2001). 
112 James Lewis & Martin Fowler, Microservices, MARTIN FOWLER 

(Mar. 25, 2014); see also LUIZ ANDRÉ BARROSO ET AL., THE 

DATACENTER AS A COMPUTER (3d ed. 2019) (describing some differences 

between desktop software and cloud services); id. at 17–25 (listing 

modern use cases).  
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implicitly or explicitly invoked by DSL are adapted from 

manufacturing and fit awkwardly in the service context.113 

a. Distribution and Maintenance of 

Cloud Software 

When securing software, cloud providers have the 

cumulative responsibilities of a software vendor and a data holder. 

Those responsibilities are more complex in the cloud. Unlike 

traditionally produced software, there are few off-the-shelf security 

solutions for bespoke computer programs. Testing on-the-fly 

changes is significantly more expensive and less complete than the 

holistic testing of the industrial model.114￼ Even “easy” security 

choices are more complex in the cloud. For example, upgrading to 

a new encryption standard might involve thousands of tiny changes 

(risking human error and unanticipated technical interactions each 

time) and involve decrypting and re-encrypting data (which—even 

when possible—leaves data momentarily exposed). 

Yet the cloud’s complexity has many data security 

benefits. Specialist services devote significantly more time and 

resources to securing individual features than companies building 

monolithic software. And the service model means that security 

updates are applied instantaneously across entire industries. For 

many applications, it’s impossible to use anything but the most up-

to-date cloud software.115 

The cloud also rearranges risk and responsibility. Instead 

of each company running software and storing data in its own 

servers, the company that built the software runs it for everyone. 

Attackers who compromise one service can often expand their 

                                                 
113 For example, several data security standards require “security by 

design” principles, and the “by design” trope appears in several other 

contexts, most recently data privacy. The term “security by design” was 

originally used in military hardware development and referred to moving 

security considerations from the post-production testing phase to the pre-

production design phase. The term was co-opted by the software industry 

in the early ‘80s to describe technical decisions motivated by policy 

requirements instead of market demand. See generally A. Avižienis et al., 

Software Fault-Tolerance by Design Diversity DEDIX: A Tool for 

Experiments, 18 IFAC PROC. 173 (Oct. 1985). Modern applications of this 

concept retain a production-centric perspective. See, e.g., FTC, 

PROTECTING CONSUMER PRIVACY IN AN ERA OF RAPID CHANGE: 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BUSINESSES AND POLICYMAKERS 22–25 (Mar. 

2022) (recommending a privacy by design approach where companies 

“build in” privacy and security). 
114 See generally Ali Basiri et al., Chaos Engineering, 33 IEEE 

SOFTWARE 35 (May 2016); Alex Perry & Max Luebbe, Ch. 17: Testing 

for Reliability, in SRE BOOK, supra note 9. 
115 Much to the chagrin of anyone who’s had to navigate an 

unexpected redesign of their favorite website. 
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access through the technical, social, or logical connection between 

companies.116 Attackers who break into one provider might be able 

to access the data collected by hundreds of companies.117 But cloud 

services are not monolithic; what feels like a single app might be 

the interactions between dozens or hundreds of independent 

providers. 

From an attacker’s perspective, hacking cloud software is 

higher cost, higher risk, and higher reward. The cloud’s service 

model adds obscurity: internal systems are often bespoke and not 

publicly available to reverse engineer before starting an attack. 

Data might be distributed between services, formatted strangely, or 

ephemeral, requiring ongoing access to collect.118 But that higher 

cost yields higher rewards: a single hack can unlock access to a lot 

more data, and access to one service can unlock access to others.119 

b. Securing the Cloud: SREs and 

SecEng120 

Data security decisions are made within the broader 

context of building and operating software. Understanding how 

DSL affects cloud data security requires understanding the 

incentives and responsibilities of the people making data security 

decisions within cloud service providers.  

Online and offline software are developed using different 

engineering methods. Traditional software is developed using 

industrial engineering practices, while online software is built 

following systems engineering.  Systems engineering was 

developed at Bell Labs as a distinct field of practical research 

during World War II to manage increasingly complex military 

infrastructure.121 The discipline combines technical automation and 

organizational psychology to reduce systemic risks in complex 

environments.122 The field of site reliability engineering evolved in 

                                                 
116 Lateral Movement, supra note 88. 
117 For example, a breach of cloud payroll software might affect the 

employees of every employer using that software. 
118 Active Scanning, supra note 79.  
119 Lateral Movement, supra note 88; see also Ch. 5: Responsibility 

Across the Whole Data Ecosystem, in SOLOVE & HARTZOG, supra note 8, 

at 81–88.  
120 “SRE” is the common colloquial term for a site reliability 

engineer. SecEng is a made-up term because “security engineer” is a 

mouthful and SE refers to software engineers. In trade documents, 

security engineers are usually shortened to “security.” 
121 See generally M. D. FAGEN, A HISTORY OF ENGINEERING AND 

SCIENCE IN THE BELL SYSTEM: NATIONAL SERVICE IN WAR AND PEACE 

(1978). 
122 See generally M.D. Watson & B.L. Mesmer, NASA/TP 

20205003644, Engineering Elegant Systems: Theory of Systems 
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the early 2000s as an offshoot of systems engineering specifically 

concerned with the cloud.123 Acknowledging that one cannot 

anticipate and prevent every conceivable technical failure, human 

error, and external change, site reliability engineers (colloquially, 

“SREs”) are responsible for reducing harmful failures.124 To 

accomplish this, SREs design tools, establish processes, and build 

infrastructure that can continue to operate, even as problems are 

detected and repaired.125 Security engineering is a variant of site 

reliability engineering focused on cybersecurity.126 Security 

engineers (SecEng) are the technologists responsible for securing 

the cloud. 

The growing online services industry faces severe SRE and 

SecEng labor shortages.127 Despite a wealth of industry-led 

research and conferences, the field has garnered little to no 

academic attention.128 Perhaps because of this limited academic 

                                                 
Engineering, NAT’L AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMIN. [hereinafter 

“NASA”] (June 2020).  
123 See generally Benjamin Treynor Sloss, Introduction, in SRE 

BOOK, supra note 9.  
124 A common misconception in data protection commentary is that a 

preference for technical solutions implies over-attention on technical 

problems. See, e.g., Ch. 8: Designing for Humans, the Weakest Link, in 

SOLOVE & HARTZOG, supra note 8, at 158–190. (noting that “security 

experts are not usually trained to be human experts; their knowledge and 

experience is usually in technology, not human cognition and 

psychology” and criticizing security controls that don’t explicitly include 

human factors). This characterization is flawed. Systems engineering 

begins with the observation that every systems failure is caused directly 

or indirectly by human error. Understanding and accommodating human 

nature is the guiding tenet of the SRE discipline. Compare id. with e.g., 

SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 62 (“Even if we generally trust the 

humans accessing our systems, we need to limit their privilege and the 

trust we place in their credentials. Things can and will go wrong. People 

will make mistakes, fat-finger commands, get compromised, and fall for 

phishing emails.”); SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at Ch. 19–21; SRE 

BOOK, supra note 9; SRE WORKBOOK, supra note 9 (each devoting 

several chapters to organizational dynamics, communication, and the 

factors that contribute to human error); Ali Basiri et al., Chaos 

Engineering, 33 IEEE SOFTWARE 35 (May 2016) (describing an 

automated approach to protecting against programmers’ cognitive biases); 

MARK BURGESS, PRINCIPLES OF NETWORK AND SYSTEM 

ADMINISTRATION 1 (2d ed. 2004) (describing SRE practice as “technical, 

administrative, and socio-psychological”). 
125 See generally supra note 8 (collecting sources).  
126 See SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at xix–xxi. 
127 See generally Cybersecurity Workforce Study, (ISC)2 (2022), 

https://www.isc2.org//-/media/ISC2/Research/2022-WorkForce-

Study/ISC2-Cybersecurity-Workforce-Study.ashx. 
128 No university offers SRE or SecEng as a major or minor. At time 

of writing (Jan. 2023), Google scholar yields 14 articles containing the 
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exposure, there is no institutional training pipeline for SREs and 

SecEng, who use skills largely orthogonal to those taught in 

university cybersecurity and computer science programs or 

provided by certification courses.129 

SecEng learn their trade over four to six years of 

apprenticeship.130 The bidding war to hire from this limited talent 

pool has left almost every organization short-staffed, especially in 

the lower-paying public and military sectors.131 If the increased 

                                                 
term “site reliability engineering” and SSRN yields no results for the 

phrase. Site Reliability Engineering, GOOGLE SCHOLAR, 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5&q=site+relia

bility+engineering&btnG= (last visited Aug. 26, 2023). Yet each year, 

major tech firms like IBM, Amazon, and Google, and the major 

professional organizations like USENIX, and IEEE, hold heavily-

attended SRE conferences and have dedicated SRE tracks at their 

meetings. E.g., SREcon23, USENIX, 

https://www.usenix.org/conferences/byname/925 (last visited June 04, 

2023); SREconference@IBM, IBM, https://www.ibm.com/events/sre/ 

(last visited June 04, 2023). The skillset is in high demand: SREs and SEs 

hiring was not frozen at many of the tech companies that had hiring 

freezes and layoffs during the tech market 2022 downturn. See, e.g., SRE 

Job Posting Board, GLASSDOOR, https://www.glassdoor.com/Job/new-

york-sre-jobs-SRCH_IL.0,8_IC1132348_KO9,12.htm (last visited Aug. 

15, 2022). 
129 Though a handful of organizations and universities have designed 

certification and degree programs, those programs have dubious practical 

value. See SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 460 (explaining that 

“[certifications and university education] may not necessarily attest to 

someone’s aptitude for success in a security role” beyond providing an 

“indication of interest”); Cybersecurity Workforce Study, supra note 127, 

at 17; William Crumpler & James A. Lewis, The Cybersecurity Workforce 

Gap, MATTERS CTR. FOR STRATEGIC & INT’L STUDIES 3 (2019), 

https://csis-website-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs-

public/publication/190129_Crumpler_Cybersecurity_FINAL.pdf; see 

generally KAREN EVANS & FRANKLIN REEDER, A HUMAN CAPITAL 

CRISIS IN CYBERSECURITY: TECHNICAL PROFICIENCY MATTERS (2010) 

(describing a disconnect between education and practical skill). 
130 See Cybersecurity Career Pathway, CYBERSEEK, 

https://www.cyberseek.org/pathway.html (last visited June 25, 2023) 

(showing the length of a career from entry level roles to security 

engineer); Paulette Perhach, The Mad Dash to Find a Cybersecurity 

Force, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 07, 2018) (describing difficulty in the training 

pipeline). 
131 See Acting Defense Secretary Shanahan Testimony on Fiscal Year 

2020 Budget Request, at 22:50 (C-SPAN May 08, 2019), https://www.c-

span.org/video/?460437-1/acting-defense-secretary-shanahan-testimony-

fiscal-year-2020-budget-request (“our biggest challenge with 

[cybersecurity] is keeping the people. They are . . . in such high demand 

that we really get out-recruited”); see also D.H.S., Cybersecurity Talent 

Management System, 86 Fed. Reg. 47,840, 47,853–55 (Aug. 26, 2021) 

(codified at 6 C.F.R. § 158) (redefining hiring standards and increasing 
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demand included entry-level positions, higher wages might 

encourage more people to enter the labor market, but it wouldn’t 

solve the shortage. The need for experienced SecEng far exceeds 

the need at entry-level positions.132 SecEng are trained though an 

apprenticeship system. Apprentices require increasingly expensive 

SecEng time, making entry-level hiring even more expensive. Even 

if every SecEng began training as many new entrants to the field as 

possible, it would take over a decade to train enough engineers to 

meet current demand.133 

Because of this labor shortage, data security investment 

involves both pecuniary concerns and labor allocation tradeoffs. 

Within a single firm, this limits the number of simultaneous data 

security improvements possible. Hiring an experienced SecEng 

means enticing them away from their current role.134 At an industry 

level, the total number of SecEng in the field remains unchanged. 

Whether that reallocation of labor is a net social positive depends 

on whether SecEng are being enticed toward roles with greater 

social benefit. 

D. Observed Effects 

In practice, DSLs seem to have little to no observable effect 

on the rate of breaches and only marginally reduce data breach 

harm. Yet DSL also seems to impair some internal data security 

practices.135 And the number of data breaches seems to be steadily 

increasing.136 

Empirical studies of the effect of breach notification rules 

suggest that beyond consumers changing their behavior after 

                                                 
salaries for cybersecurity workers in response to a dwindling workforce, 

growing competition for expertise, and non-traditional education 

profiles). 
132 As of this writing, 82 of the first 100 postings for entry-level 

“security engineer” positions on Google Job Search require five years of 

professional cybersecurity experience. See Cybersecurity Career 

Pathway, supra note 130 (showing over three times as many unfilled 

senior roles than junior roles); see also Cost of a Data Breach 2022, supra 

note 73, at 45 (reporting that many surveyed organizations “struggled to 

fill positions on their security teams” and that 62% of respondents’ 

cybersecurity teams were understaffed). 
133 Some back-of-the-envelope math: if every junior position was 

filled, they would fill one third of the senior SecEng shortage in four to 

six years. Cost of a Data Breach 2022, supra note 73, at 45. Assuming 

those trainees also take apprentices, the next two thirds could be trained 

in parallel. 
134 Cybersecurity Talent Management System, 86 Fed. Reg. at 

47,853. 
135 See generally, e.g., Daniel B. Schwarcz et al., How Privilege 

Undermines Cybersecurity, 36 HARV. J. LAW & TECH. 1 (2022). 
136 See supra note 8 (collecting sources). 
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receiving their first breach notifications, BNRs have few effects.137 

This result is consistent across the three empirical studies of BNRs. 

One forthcoming study finds that breach notification rules have no 

effect on the rate of breach notifications.138 Two earlier studies 

observe the rate of reported identity thefts dropping when states 

first adopt BNRs, but that each state’s drop is independent of its 

rule’s terms.139 The more recent of these studies also finds that 

identity theft reporting increases slightly when states adopt a 

mandatory-investigation-into-risk-of-harm provision.140 

One reason for this non-effect may be that DSLs have 

limited salience in corporate data security practices. A body of 

anecdotal evidence suggests that other factors dominate most 

technical decision-making surrounding data security.141 Interview 

                                                 
137 Romanosky, Telang, and Acquisti’s early work shows this result 

most clearly. See generally Sasha Romanosky et al., Do Data Breach 

Disclosure Laws Reduce Identity Theft?, 30 J. POL’Y ANALYSIS & MGMT. 

22 (2011) (showing that states that adopt a breach notification rule 

experience a decrease in reported cases of identity theft, and that the result 

is not correlated to the contents of the notification or the terms of the law, 

and does not change after the initial shift); see also Aniket Kesari, Do 

Data Breach Notification Laws Work? (SSRN J. Working Paper No. 

4164674, 2022), https://ssrn.com/abstract=4164674. 
138 See generally Joseph Buckman et al., Fool Me Twice? Data 

Breach Reductions Through Stricter Sanctions (SSRN J. Working Paper 

No. 3258599, 2019), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3258599. 
139 Romanosky et al., supra note 137, at 256; Kesari, supra note 137, 

at 38. 
140 Kesari, supra note 137, at 38 (table 2). 
141 To test this intuition, I conducted semi-structured background 

interviews with eleven industry professionals who have held the CISO, 

CTO, SVP engineering, or CEO role at least one late-stage or public tech 

company in the past seven years and asked them to walk me through the 

data security decision-making process. My sampling method was “people 

who responded to my email.” I made no attempt to select a representative 

sample of the industry. Telephone Interviews with Anonymous Industry 

Professionals (Summer 2020) (on file with Author).  

Only one interviewee mentioned state law or the FTC unprompted. 

Notably, five interviewees assumed I was talking about the SOC2 and 

ISO270001 certifications when I asked how they factor legal requirements 

into their security decisions. Despite this apparent obliviousness to the 

law, every interviewee described some version of “determining who needs 

notice” as an early step in their breach response procedure. Other factors 

were highlight salient.  

Several themes emerged from the conversations. Every interviewee 

discussed the importance of security to reliably provide their service and 

maintain their infrastructure. Every interviewee mentioned some form of 

self-regulatory mechanism: vendor review process for companies selling 

along a technical supply chain, compliance certifications for companies 

selling to businesses in other industries, and app store approvals for 

companies selling to consumers. Eight people also mentioned obligations 
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studies with industry practitioners have found that DSL compliance 

often conflicts with responsible security practices.142 For example, 

one study found firms intentionally limiting cybersecurity 

investigations and technical documentation to reduce liability.143 

Even the handful of empirically observed effects of DSL 

have ambiguous implications for consumer welfare. Any attempt 

to measure the effect of DSL is necessarily limited to counting 

known breaches and reported effects. Since breach detection and 

reporting rates change as security practices change, empirical 

results all rely on a measure that doesn’t have an easily understood 

relationship with the actual rate of data breaches or consumer 

harm.144 

Consider a toy example: imagine companies detect 50% of 

breaches and allow 100 breaches per year, resulting in 50 known 

breaches per year. A new law causes firms to detect 75% of 

breaches and allow 80 per year, resulting in 60 known breaches per 

year. Detection and prevention both improved, but the number of 

known breaches went up! The lower the detection rate, the more 

likely security improvements cause increased reporting (e.g., a 

jump from 1% to 2% would double the number of reports). Though 

measuring the number of unknown unknowns is always difficult, 

many commentators believe that detection and reporting rates are 

low.145 

                                                 
to partners. Only the leaders from B2E companies seemed concerned with 

the reputational cost of data breach notification (e.g., one interviewee 

noted: “[i]f we had a data breach, we’d send out a notice, there’d probably 

be some press, and [our five biggest partners] would probably cut us off 

so they could put out a press release reassuring their customers.”). 
142 See SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 12 (“Security incidents 

also typically entail tension between the impulse to involve all essential 

parties versus the need—often driven by legal or regulatory 

requirements—to restrict information sharing.”); see generally Schwarcz 

et al., supra note 135. 
143 Schwarcz et al., supra note 135, at 453–55.  
144 There is also some debate about the degree of consumer harm 

caused by data breaches. Compare David W. Opderbeck, Cybersecurity 

and Data Breach Harms: Theory and Reality, SETON HALL L. SCH. LEGAL 

STUD. RSCH. (2022) (arguing that data breach harms are overstated) with 

e.g., Solove & Citron, supra note 62, at 737. This Article takes no position 

on the data breach harm debate. 
145 See Bernold Nieuwesteeg, To Notify or Not to Notify? Do 

Organizations Comply with U.S. Data Breach Notification Laws? An 

Empirical Study, in The Legal Position and Societal Effects of Security 

Breach Notification Laws (Apr. 30, 2014) (Master thesis, Delft University 

of Technology),  

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2431174 

(noting that while the adoption of breach notification rules increases the 

number of breach notifications sent by companies, that number is eclipsed 

by the estimated number of breaches and is not effected by the magnitude 
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Table 1: A toy example, showing how a policy that causes across-

the-board security improvements might still increase reported 

breaches. Policy 2 has higher prevention, detection, and reporting 

rates. Yet Policy 2 results in a greater number of reported breaches. 

This measurement problem makes strictly superior policy seem less 

effective. 

 Attacks Prevention 

Rate 

Breaches Detection 

Rate 

Reported 

Breaches 

Policy 1 200 50% 100 50% 50 

Policy 2 200 60% 80 75% 60 

II. LEGAL INCENTIVES IN THE CLOUD 

Data security laws aim to reduce the likelihood and 

magnitude of data breach harms and defend people’s right to know 

when their data is at risk. This section tests whether the effects of 

DSL on online software are aligned with those goals. My analysis 

deals with the direction—not the magnitude—of legal incentives. 

Tradeoffs between different kinds of data harms require 

complicated normative analysis and the salience of legal incentives 

varies wildly across online marketplaces. Navigating these 

tradeoffs remains an area of active research.146 This section 

provides a new model of data security mechanisms and their 

interactions with DSL. It does not restrict its analysis by making 

assumptions about the salience of different DSL provisions or by 

taking a position on the relative importance of different data harms. 

Though this account focuses on the cloud, it implicates 

data security generally. Almost all personal data lives in the cloud, 

either collected by consumer-facing cloud services or by offline 

businesses with online components (like airline websites or coffee 

chain apps). Even companies that have no online presence rely on 

cloud apps to operate their business and store their clients’ data.147 

I explore the effect of DSL in three contexts. First, how 

DSLs alter good-faith efforts to secure data. Second, how DSLs 

influence the security choices made by negligent defenders. Third, 

DSL’s role in mitigating data breach harms. My findings are 

                                                 
of sanctions for non-compliance); see also Jane K. Winn, Are “Better” 

Security Breach Notifications Possible?, 24 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1009, 

1157 n.113 (2009) (providing anecdotal evidence); Troy Hunt, Security 

Sense: There’s a Lot of Hacked Companies We Don’t Even Know About, 

ITPRO TODAY (May 20, 2016). 
146 Almost every citation in this Article to work by Danielle Citron, 

Daniel Solove, Woodrow Hartzog, Andrea Matwyshyn, Jeff Kosseff, 

Kate Winn, or Ido Kilavarty takes some position on measuring data breach 

harm. See, e.g., Citron, supra note 12.  
147 See 2023 State of SaaSOps, supra note 104. 
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troubling: DSLs undermine good-faith efforts to secure data; they 

overlook or encourage many forms of negligence; and their ability 

to mitigate data breach harms has dubious practical and empirical 

support. 

This section uses some terms of art from security 

engineering that have one or more competing uses in legal contexts. 

Before proceeding, here are a few clarifying notes on how I use 

those terms of art.148 A system is any “combination of elements 

[including people, computers, organizational structures, and 

processes,] that together produce the capability required to meet a 

need.”149 In the cloud, a “system” usually refers to the organization 

and infrastructure used to provide an online service.150 A breach is 

any situation involving unauthorized access to part of a system.151 

A data breach is a breach that includes unauthorized access to 

data.152 Breaches often result from an attack—an attempt to subvert 

the intended behavior of a system.153 Attackers gain access by 

exploiting vulnerabilities, properties of a system that can be 

subverted to grant more access than intended by the system’s 

designers.154 A threat is the risk of a specific compromise to the 

                                                 
148 The terms in this section are not precise, but map reasonably well 

to how the terms are used in the sources cited in this section. 
149 NASA, SP-2016-6105, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 3 

(Rev. 2, 2017),  

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/api/citations/20170001761/downloads/2017000

1761.pdf. 
150 See, e.g., Benjamin Treynor Sloss, Introduction, in SRE BOOK, 

supra note 9. 
151 In contexts where the breach/data breach distinction matters, terms 

like “unauthorized access” or “breach of security policy” are sometimes 

used instead. See generally, e.g., Oliver Barrett, Aaron Joyner & Rory 

Ward, Ch. 5, Design for Least Privilege, in SECENG WORKBOOK, supra 

note 9, at 61–63 (using these terms). 
152 See, e.g., What is a Data Breach?, IBM, 

https://www.ibm.com/topics/data-breach (last visited Sept. 15, 2023); 

Data Breach, ISO/IEC 27040:2015, INT’L ORG. STANDARDIZATION, at § 

3.7, https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:27040:en (last visited 

Sept. 15, 2023) (defining data breach as “compromise of security that 

leads to the accidental or unlawful destruction[], loss, alteration, 

unauthorized disclosure of, or access to protected data transmitted, 

stored[], or otherwise processed”); see also, e.g., What is a Security 

Breach?, KASPERSKY, https://usa.kaspersky.com/resource-

center/threats/what-is-a-security-breach (last visited Sept. 15, 2023) 

(distinguishing “security breach” and “data breach”). 
153 See, e.g., Vitaliy Shipitsyn et al., Ch. 8, Design for Resilience, in 

SECENG WORKBOOK, supra note 9 at 145–47 (using these terms). 
154 E.g., id. 
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integrity of a system, such as a potential attack.155 A threat model 

estimates the relative likelihood of threats.156 

A. Adjusting Best Practices 

Cybersecurity is adversarial, meaning cyberdefense is 

measured by comparing a defender’s capabilities to threats they 

face. Effective policy should improve both the static and dynamic 

capabilities of defenders relative to attackers. Dynamic capability 

comes from innovation rates: if attackers improve faster, data 

security gets progressively worse; if defenders improve faster, data 

security gets better. Static capability comes from resource 

allocation: if defenders can anticipate attacks, they can reinforce 

their defenses; if attackers anticipate defenses, they can work 

around those fortifications. Holding all incentives constant, 

economic intuition suggests that the relative capabilities of 

attackers and defenders will settle into some equilibrium. Any 

change to investment levels or efficiency will shift that 

equilibrium.157 

This section describes how DSL shifts the incentives of 

companies that are motivated to secure data, regardless of legal 

context. Many companies have extra-legal incentives to prevent 

data breaches; breaches can cause expensive loss of reliability, loss 

of IP, cost of ransomware, loss of consumer confidence, or show 

up in audits by potential corporate partners.158 The section breaks 

defensive efforts into three stages: before a breach occurs, before a 

breach is detected, and after a breach is detected.159 At each stage, 

I describe attackers’ behavior and incentives, defenders’ best 

practices, and DSL’s effect on defender incentives. I find that many 

                                                 
155 E.g., id. 
156 E.g., id. 
157 The description of static and dynamic equilibria in economics is 

often attributed to Schumpter. See generally JOSEPH A. SCHUMPETER, 

CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM AND DEMOCRACY (eReader ed. 2003). 
158 The examples above are all drawn from anecdotes provided by 

industry members. Interviews, supra note 141; see also Cost of a Data 

Breach 2022, supra note 73, at 5, 54 (showing that “post-breach 

response”—a category that includes, inter alia, legal costs and regulatory 

fines—makes up less than a third of total corporate data breach costs); 

Christoph Kern, Ch. 4, Design Tradeoffs, in SRE WORKBOOK, supra note 

9 at 43–59 (running through many business risks associated with poor 

cybersecurity at Google). 
159 Part I describes a four-part breach timeline: (1) before the breach; 

(2) after the breach but before detections; (3) after detection but before 

restoring system integrity; (4) post-breach. While the last two stages are 

distinct in security engineering literature, that distinction is not relevant to 

most DSL provisions. That missing distinction is analytically relevant 

here; combining (3) and (4) makes sense to explore that difference. 
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DSL provisions shift both static and dynamic equilibria towards 

favoring attackers.  

1. Before the Breach 

To break into a system, hackers need to exploit some 

vulnerability in that system. Vulnerability discovery is a race: 

hackers are trying to find problems and exploit them, defenders are 

trying to find problems and fix them. Breaches occur when hackers 

exploit a vulnerability before defenders fix it. Deciding what to 

attack or repair is an information game: defenders try to prioritize 

the problems that attackers will target; attackers try to target 

undefended systems. 

Ex ante, SecEng can reduce the chance of a breach or 

reduce the amount of harm a breach is likely to cause. SecEng 

manage risk by enumerating, investigating, and mitigating 

vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities are unavoidable.160 Every line of 

code, every physical space, every employee with access to internal 

subsystems, is a potential attack vector. SecEng use threat models 

to decide how to allocate their attention, continuously triaging 

potential vulnerabilities and threats, and the appropriate security 

choices differ based on ever-shifting context and information.161 

a. Enumeration and Triage of 

Vulnerabilities 

It is usually a good strategy for security teams to identify 

significantly more problems than they have the resources to fix. 

Having a more complete picture of potential vulnerabilities lets 

engineers triage problems efficiently, reduces the chance that 

something slips through the cracks, and gives SecEng the option of 

jumping between vulnerabilities as threats shift. Knowing about 

unaddressed vulnerabilities also makes it easier to watch for issues. 

                                                 
160 Derek E. Bambauer, Ghost in the Network, 162 U. PA. L. REV. 

1011, 1012 (2014). 
161 By analogy: imagine securing two apartments, one on the first 

floor and one on the tenth. You can board up an apartment’s windows or 

install extra deadbolts. You might first secure both windows and doors on 

the first floor but only doors on the tenth. If robbers started repelling from 

rooftops, your strategy might change. So while only a handful of tech 

companies build physical defenses capable of repelling armed attackers, 

almost every company fixes technical issues in code (e.g., bugs) and add 

safeguards to prevent detectable human error (e.g., clicking on an 

unfamiliar link in an email). See, e.g., Maria Korolov, Pandemic, AWS 

Bombing Plot Heighten Data Center Physical Security Concerns, DATA 

CTR. KNOWLEDGE (May 12, 2021) (reporting that AWS felt no need to 

alter their perimeter security after a bombing attempt). 
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The best practices for enumerating vulnerabilities include a mix of 

automation, internal process, and external crowdsourcing.162 

i. Internal Automation and 

Process 

Internally, companies use automation, procedural 

safeguards, and research to prevent and detect vulnerabilities. 

Procedural safeguards like peer review and pair programming 

reduce human error by ensuring that multiple people proofread 

code.163 Well-resourced organizations hire “red teams” to simulate 

attacks and third-party auditors to expose areas of vulnerability.164 

Automated tools can flag code for security review if it interacts 

with sensitive subsystems, and automatic monitors can 

continuously simulate attacks and alert a system’s maintainers 

when those simulated attacks succeed.165 When building these 

automated tools, security teams use public databases of 

vulnerabilities in common technologies to augment their list of 

anticipated problems.166 

ii. Crowd-Sourced 

Vulnerability Searches 

Technology companies offer “bug bounties” for 

confidential reports of vulnerabilities. Public vulnerability 

databases can include thousands of new potential problems each 

week.167 Even huge organizations like Google and the US military 

lack the resources to check their entire system against every new 

                                                 
162 See generally SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9. 
163 Alberto Bacchelli & Christian Bird, Expectations, Outcomes, and 

Challenges of Modern Code Review, 2013 INT’L CONF. SOFTWARE ENG’G 

712, 712 (2013). 
164 Aileen G. Bacudio et al., An Overview of Penetration Testing, 3 

INT’L J. NETWORK SEC. & APPLICATIONS 19 (2011); see also Red Team, 

NIST COMPUT. SEC. RSCH. CTR. GLOSSARY (2015). 
165 See, e.g., Dianxiang Xu et al., Automated Security Test Generation 

with Formal Threat Models, 9 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON DEPENDABLE & 

SECURE COMPUTING 526, 526 (2012). 
166 The most popular list of known vulnerabilities is the NIST-funded 

CVE database. See generally Overview, CVE, 

https://www.cve.org/About/Overview (last visited Oct. 23, 2022). 
167 See, e.g., NVD Dashboard, NIST,  

https://nvd.nist.gov/general/nvd-dashboard (last visited May 30, 2023) 

(showing roughly 50 to 100 new vulnerabilities added per day). Note that 

CVE records are counted when added to the CVE database, which is often 

delayed, sometimes for weeks or months. Jukka Ruohonen, A Look at the 

Time Delays in CVSS Vulnerability Scoring, 15 APPLIED COMPUTING & 

INFORMATICS 129, 129 (2019).  
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potential problem.168 Bounty programs let organizations test for 

exponentially more vulnerabilities.169 Bounties might also reduce 

risk by giving hackers a financially viable alternative to exploiting 

vulnerabilities and by motivating programmers to code 

defensively.170 And they create a training pipeline for early-career 

security professionals.171 

But some bounty programs have expensive overhead; the 

programs are plagued by mistaken and duplicated reports, and 

smaller security teams can be overwhelmed by trivial or low-risk 

issues. The higher the bounties, the greater the deluge of spurious 

information.172 Bug bounty programs also increase the risk of an 

                                                 
168 DEP’T OF DEF. CYBER CRIME CTR., 1 VULNERABILITY 

DISCLOSURE PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORT 1 (2019),  

https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=835643 (“These vulnerabilities were 

previously unknown to the DoD and not found by automated network 

scanning software, red teams, manual configuration checks, or cyber 

inspections. Without DoD VDP there is a good chance those 

vulnerabilities would persist to this date, or worse, be active conduits for 

exploitation by our adversaries.”); see also id. at 3 (showing the 

distribution of reports by severity); Distributed Defense: How 

Governments Deploy Hacker-Powered Security, HACKERONE 5 (Aug. 19, 

2019), https://www.hackerone.com/sites/default/files/2018-

03/Distributed%20Defense-

How%20Governments%20Deploy%20Hacker-Powered%20Security.pdf 

(estimating cost savings).   
169 See Distributed Defense, supra note 168 (enumerating U.S. 

military bug bounty programs); see also HACK THE DEPARTMENT OF 

HOMELAND SECURITY ACT OF 2018, S. 1281, 115th Cong. (2017) 

(establishing an identical program for DHS). 
170 See The 2021 Hacker Report, HACKERONE 5 (2021), 

https://www.hackerone.com/sites/default/files/2021-03/the-2021-hacker-

report.pdf (enumerating the justifications for the “50% of hackers [who 

did not] disclose[] a bug they found”). 
171 82% of hackers hack part time, 85% hack “to learn,” 55% of 

hackers are under 25 years of age. Id. at 3. 
172 See generally Aron Laszka et al., Banishing Misaligned Incentives 

for Validating Reports in Bug-Bounty Platforms, 9879 COMPUT. SEC. 161 

(2016). There is not much data about this, but six of the people in my 

background interviews had run bug bounty programs. (I also have some 

personal anecdotes to draw on: for multiple years, at multiple companies, 

I was one of the people responsible for reading and responding to 

responsible disclosures); see also Interviews, supra note 141. All 

interviewees reported limiting the scope or size of reward because of 

concerns of trolls drowning out real reports or triggering spurious 

investigations. In my personal experience running a responsible 

disclosure list, bug reporters were often primarily interested in being 

included in companies’ “thank you” pages, which is an important bona 

fide for security consultants. See generally 0x0A Leaderboard, GOOGLE, 

https://bughunters.google.com/leaderboard (last visited May 30, 2023). 
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FTC investigation: most bounty programs ask reporters to follow a 

“responsible disclosure” process, in which the researcher tells the 

system owner about a vulnerability, waits for the system owner to 

resolve the problem, and only then publicly discloses their 

discovery.173 A handful of bounty hunters contact the press or FTC 

if their reports aren’t prioritized or compensated in the way they’d 

prefer.174 Responding to federal investigators or bad press can burn 

through more of a security team’s time and resources than bug 

bounty programs save, even when the investigation doesn’t end in 

a complaint or find any problems.175 

iii. Triaging Vulnerabilities 

Triaging vulnerabilities creates liability risks for 

defenders. Dozens of FTC complaints use a company’s decision to 

leave a documented issue unaddressed as evidence of that 

company’s failure to adopt reasonable security measures.176 Courts 

have found that evidence compelling. In states with a duty to 

investigate, ignoring a vulnerability arguably violates a statutory 

duty.177 

Companies have responded to this expected liability by 

scaling back their efforts to identify risks.178 For example, one 

recent empirical study found that compliance teams have started 

inserting external legal counsel into security investigations to 

preserve privilege, that liability concerns drive companies to refuse 

to record technical recommendations from security auditors, and 

                                                 
Some reporters threatened triggering an agency investigation to compel a 

company to accept a spurious or duplicated report. 
173 Marleen W. Kranenbarg et al., Don’t Shoot the Messenger! A 

Criminological and Computer Science Perspective on Coordinated 

Vulnerability Disclosure, 7 CRIME SCI. 16, 16 (2018). 
174 E.g., Decision & Order, Skymed Int’l, No. C-4732 (F.T.C. Jan. 26, 

2021), 2021 WL 1143451 (researcher found an artifact from a database 

upgrade that exposed user records, company immediately removed the 

data and sent a report). 
175 Interviews, supra note 141.  
176 See infra Appendix A. 
177 The FTC’s reasonable security standard often has an implied duty 

to investigate. Returning to the Wyndham example, the first hack initially 

failed because Wyndham’s IT team had anticipated the attack and set up 

an automated security system that locked under-attack accounts out of 

their system. One of the “smoking guns” in the FTC’s complaint was 

Wyndham’s insufficient follow-up investigation to the first automated 

repulsions of the attack, with no additional context. Complaint, F.T.C. v. 

Wyndham Worldwide, 10 F. Supp. 3d 602 (June 26, 2012), 2012 WL 

12146600. 
178 Kosseff, The Cybersecurity Privilege, supra note 12, at 261–62.  
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that some companies exclude IT staff from contributing to security 

documentation efforts.179 

DSL enforcement focuses on a list of specific kinds of 

problems rather than encouraging companies to enumerate and 

triage vulnerabilities. FTC complaints identify a short list of 

“commonly known or reasonably foreseeable” types of 

vulnerabilities.180 Failing to address those vulnerabilities is used as 

evidence of poor security practice, even when the vulnerabilities go 

undetected. In essence, companies have constructive knowledge of 

these “commonly known” vulnerabilities.181 Since leaving a known 

vulnerability unaddressed creates perceived liability risk, DSLs 

encourage SecEng to prioritize searching for and fully repairing 

commonly known vulnerabilities before looking for anything else. 

Even if prioritizing those problems is often the right choice, 

constrained enumeration leaves defenders less informed, and 

constrained prioritization makes it easier for attackers to anticipate 

defenses. 

b. Investigating Vulnerabilities 

SecEng can either take a breadth-first or depth-first 

approach when looking into potential vulnerabilities. In a breadth-

first approach, security teams partially investigate as many 

vulnerabilities as possible, moving between potential problems 

quickly, even if they aren’t fully addressed. In a depth-first 

approach, SecEng fully investigate and repair each reported 

vulnerability before moving on, meaning fewer vulnerabilities are 

addressed. The appropriate approach is somewhere in the middle, 

addressing issues deeply enough to stop the worst potential harms, 

but not so deeply as to overcommit resources and overlook higher-

risk problems. 

“Duty to investigate” provisions in DSL create a high 

switching cost for companies, since they must demonstrate no 

reasonable likelihood of harm to avoid a breach of notification 

duty.182 Higher switching costs, in turn, encourage a depth-first 

approach to addressing vulnerabilities.183 This means each 

vulnerability investigation takes longer under DSL, an effect 

magnified by reporting and documentation requirements. With 

                                                 
179 See Daniel B. Schwarcz et al., How Privilege Undermines 

Cybersecurity, 36 HARV. J. LAW & TECH. 1, 7, 29, 39 (2022) (describing 

legal counsel limiting third-party recommendations based on similar 

concerns). 
180 See infra Appendix A. 
181 See Solove & Hartzog, supra note 40, at 658–62 (discussing the 

relationship between “baseline standards” and notice). 
182 See Part I, supra. 
183 This follows logically: making switching more expensive 

encourages companies to choose processes that involve less switching. 
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longer, slower investigations, the same amount of SecEng labor can 

look into fewer vulnerabilities.184 Since the supply of SecEng is 

effectively fixed, this means fewer investigations are possible 

across the tech sector. For a single organization, fewer 

investigations mean more unknown risks. For the tech sector at 

large, fewer investigations mean fewer known vulnerabilities in 

public databases. 

Investigation duties also aim to ensure that people find out 

when their data is at risk. When an investigation looks into a 

vulnerability that was used in a breach, the depth-first approach is 

more likely to end in a breach notification. But any now-

uninvestigated vulnerabilities might hide a breach that will remain 

undiscovered. Consumers are less likely to receive notice after a 

breach if overlooked breaches from missed investigation 

outnumber the breaches that were discovered after SecEng would 

have otherwise moved on. Whether consumer information is 

improved or impaired by the duty to investigate depends in large 

part on the quality of triage. The stronger the effects of under-

enumeration, the less likely it is that consumers will be better 

informed because of a duty to investigate. 

Does the duty to investigate prevent companies from 

moving resources away from data security entirely? It depends. 

Though investigation duties lock companies into certain data-

security related efforts, they increase the marginal cost of those 

efforts. Basic economic theory suggests that increased marginal 

costs will create a substitution effect away from data security.185 

Within the limited pool of specialized SecEng labor, a similar 

substitution effect pushes toward other data security efforts.186 

Investigation duties only increase data security investment overall 

if mandated investigation outweighs those substitution effects. 

c. Vulnerability Prevention in 

Public Resources 

Preventive data security works best when companies 

prioritize securing the highest risk systems. Most cloud software is 

built using public domain libraries—modular blocks of code that 

can be copied into programs.187 Many of these libraries are 

                                                 
184 By way of illustration: if an investigation takes twice as long, 

SREs and SEs can perform half as many investigations in the same 

amount of time, and will need to adjust the sensitivity of their alerting 

system to fire half as many alerts. 
185 Substitution Effect, CAMBRIDGE BUS. ENG. DICTIONARY (2023).   
186 For a description of the substitution effect, see Unit 3: Scarcity, 

Work, and Choice, in CORE ECONOMICS (2022). 
187  Frank Nagle et al., Census II of Free and Open Source Software 

— Application Libraries, LINUX FOUND. & LAB. INNOVATION SCI. AT 

HARV. 5 (Mar. 2022), https://8112310.fs1.hubspotusercontent-
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maintained by a community of sometimes-anonymous volunteers, 

academics, and corporate actors.188 Shared code is vital to the 

modern internet; very few companies have the resources or 

expertise to build or audit every library they use. Without public-

domain code, the modern internet would not exist. 

The maintenance of public-domain code faces a severe 

collective action problem. Even though security problems in 

popular libraries can affect wide swaths of the internet, every actor 

internalizes only some risks associated with shared code or the 

benefits of an improvement. Firms might even experience some 

externalized benefits—like a competitor’s improved security—as 

an effective cost. Even if a company fully internalized a library’s 

security risks, improving shared code is more expensive and 

generates no IP. Thus, market effects encourage most companies to 

prefer improving their internally maintained code. Unsurprisingly, 

many security-critical libraries are severely under-maintained, and 

some of the most harmful security incidents of the past decade were 

caused by vulnerabilities in those libraries.189 

Several complaints from the FTC and state AGs involve 

security failures in private implementations of a public library’s 

functionality, and treat the decision as evidence of unreasonable 

security practice.190 By this logic, lower-cost private improvements 

to shared code abandons the effective safe harbor granted to those 

following standard industry practice. Helping maintain public 

libraries risks assuming responsibility for the security of code used 

by thousands of services. In effect, DSL enforcement encourages 

adoption and discourages maintenance of some of the internet’s 

most security-critical components. 

Even well-maintained libraries carry security risks. Over 

the past five years, there has been a sharp uptick in the number of 

attacks where hackers introduce vulnerabilities into shared libraries 

by subverting the maintenance process or compromising 

                                                 
na1.net/hubfs/8112310/LF%20Research/Harvard%20Census%20II%20o

f%20Free%20and%20Open%20Source%20Software%20-

%20Report.pdf. 
188 E.g., GNU Bash,  FREE SOFTWARE FOUND., 

https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/ (last visited Aug. 28, 2023) (Bash—

the program that contained the "shellshock" bug described in the 

introduction—is maintained by  a volunteer from the IT staff of an U.S. 

university); John Walsh, Free Can Make You Bleed, COMMC’NS SEC. 

(Apr. 30, 2014) (openssl has “roughly two developers” worth of 

engineering attention and 500,000 lines of code); see also Nagle et al., 

supra note 187, at 20. 
189 Nagle et al., supra note 187, at 7–8.   
190 E.g., Complaint Counsel’s Post-Trial Brief at 51–52, Lab M.D., 

No. 1023099 (F.T.C. Aug. 10, 2015) (citing LabMD’s failure to upgrade 

from SSL 2.0 as evidence of security neglect). 
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distribution channels.191 One recent report suggests that, in some 

cases, using the latest version of a library can decrease data security 

because the risk of a problem in the maintenance or distribution 

systems outweighs the known risks in older versions of the 

library.192 Even when library upgrades are safe, applying an 

upgrade can require changing thousands of pieces of code. Each of 

these changes is an opportunity for human errors and unanticipated 

technical interaction. In a cloud service, all those changes must be 

applied at once, on-the-fly. Especially when dealing with “legacy” 

code or gaps in institutional knowledge, the risk of an update might 

outweigh the benefit.193 Companies with a less complete 

understanding of their risk surface (e.g., because of under-

enumeration effects) are at an even higher risk of introducing or 

overlooking vulnerabilities when applying upgrades. Yet the use of 

outdated libraries remains one of the FTC’s indicators of a failure 

to implement reasonable data security.194 

2. Detecting the Breach 

A breach happens when an attacker wins the race to find 

and exploit a vulnerability. The signs of a digital breach can be hard 

to spot: nothing goes missing; no physical evidence of a break-in 

remains. On average, breaches are over six months old when 

detected, and there’s good reason to believe many elude detection 

forever.195 A company’s ability to defend user data depends in part 

on its ability to detect breaches and the speed at which it detects 

breaches. 

Defenders and hackers are engaged in a high-stakes game 

of digital hide-and-seek. When something in a system behaves 

abnormally, defenders must decide whether that abnormality is 

random noise, a bug, or evidence of a malicious attack.196 The 

longer a breach lasts, the more harm it can cause. It can take months 

for hackers to break through layers of security, to explore a system, 

to find the valuable data, and to download that data without using 

an abnormal amount of bandwidth.197 Ongoing access can provide 

hackers recurring value, and even in the cases of observable 

                                                 
191 See generally CYBERSECURITY & INFRASTRUCTURE SEC. AGENCY 

[hereinafter “CISA”], DEFENDING AGAINST SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN 

ATTACKS (2021). 
192 Id. 
193 Benjamin Treynor Sloss et. al., supra note 9, at 303, 308. 
194 See infra Appendix A. 
195 See Cost of a Data Breach 2022, supra note 73, at 14 (showing 

average breach detection time of 207 days—about 7 months).  
196 SECENG HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 220. 
197 See Cost of a Data Breach 2022, supra note 73, at 15 (showing 

that shorter breaches tend to impose lower costs) 
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attacks—like ransomware—attackers still need to avoid detection 

long enough to install the ransomware. 

Even moderately sized cloud services change thousands of 

lines of code and log billions of events daily. Manual review of so 

much information is impossible, so SREs198 create automated tools 

that send alerts when something behaves aberrantly enough to 

deserve human attention.199 Those alerts are necessarily stochastic, 

and SREs adjust their tools to balance the risk of missed detections 

against the risk of exhausting resources on false alarms.200 SREs 

can change alerting in two ways. By adjusting alerting sensitivity, 

SREs change the relative rate of false alarms and missed alerts. 

More sensitive alerts mean fewer misses but more investigations 

and false alarms. Less sensitive alerts mean fewer investigations 

and false alarms but more missed detections. By improving their 

tools, SREs can increase alerting accuracy. A more accurate 

detector will give proportionally fewer false alarms. 

Since the duty to send a breach notification applies when a 

breach is discovered, anything exceeding the minimum reasonable 

effort to detect breaches incurs legally unnecessary risk. And since 

undiscovered breaches don’t trigger enforcement actions and 

discovery by third parties is rare, notification rules effectively 

sanction breach detection. This subsection discusses how those 

increased costs reduce innovation incentives, encourage lower 

alerting sensitivity, and discourage collaboration that might 

improve breach detection in public infrastructure and along digital 

supply chains. 

The insight in this section—that expected legal costs can 

increase as a first increases their level of care—breaks a core 

assumption in the seminal economic model underpinning most of 

the past 15 years of economic scholarship on breach notification 

rules.201 Appendix B contains a longer discussion of how this 

observation modifies the predictions and recommendations made 

in that body of work. 

                                                 
198 Recall: SREs are the colloquial term for site reliability engineers. 

SecEng are SREs who specialize in security. Since detecting anomalies 

involves looking for problems of all sorts, alerting falls into the 

generalists’ domain. 
199 For an excellent introduction to observability, alerting, and 

monitoring, see Sridharan, supra note 89; see also Charity Majors et al., 

Chapter 1. What is Observability?, in OBSERVABILITY ENGINEERING (1st 

ed. 2022).  
200 See Sridharan, supra note 89, at 78 (discussing how to tune 

alerting based on service level). 
201 See infra Appendix B. 
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a. Detection Accuracy 

Even with the most sensitive alerting system, breach 

detections occur only when an attacker’s behavior has an effect that 

defenders can observe.202 Through R&D, defenders can improve 

their ability to observe attacks. For example, new machine learning 

techniques help defenders notice subtle patterns scattered across 

logs.203 Better threat enumeration (II.A.1, infra) can also help 

increase accuracy. For example, defenders could add extra 

monitoring around known points of vulnerability. Hackers can 

reduce detection accuracy by improving their evasion tactics. Like 

other dynamic security issues in this section, accuracy ultimately 

depends on a defender’s ability to out-innovate hackers. 

Companies that develop innovative new breach detectors 

should expect to detect proportionally more breaches than they 

would otherwise. Since undetected breaches do not trigger a duty 

to notify, detecting more breaches means facing more legal costs, 

and detecting breaches more quickly means paying legal costs 

sooner. By penalizing improvements, breach notification rules 

have a chilling effect on innovation, which shifts the incentive 

equilibrium towards hackers. 

These perverse incentives both exacerbate and are 

exacerbated by the effects of DSL on ex ante behaviors. 

Enumeration and investigation of vulnerabilities makes it easier to 

estimate the risks associated with anomalies, which increases 

accuracy. As liability concerns restrict vulnerability research, 

alerting accuracy suffers. And above-and-beyond vulnerability 

research is discouraged by the increased breach notification costs 

that accompany improvements to alerting accuracy. 

b. Detection Error Rates 

Many state breach notification rules include a duty to 

conduct a detailed investigation after any breach detection.204 As 

with vulnerabilities, this increases the amount of time spent on any 

breach response, meaning the same amount of SecEng resources 

can conduct fewer investigations. Companies can either decrease 

alerting sensitivity and accept more missed detections or allocate 

more SecEng to investigating alerts. Again, the limited labor pool 

becomes an issue; even if an individual company can increase the 

same alerting sensitivity by hiring additional SecEng, DSLs 

depress the industry-wide detection rate. 

                                                 
202 E.g., Majors et al., supra note 199. 
203 E.g., Anomaly Monitor, DATADOG, 

https://docs.datadoghq.com/monitors/monitor_types/anomaly/ (last 

visited Aug. 15, 2021). 
204 See supra note 34 (accompanying text).  
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Though this Article mostly holds attacker incentives 

constant, detection rates directly implicate enforcement of anti-

hacking laws. When an attack goes undetected, law enforcement 

has no reason to search for and punish the undetected hacker. Even 

when hackers are caught, destroying stolen digital evidence is 

simple, meaning a defender’s logs and records are often critical 

evidence at trial.205 When detection rates go down, the 

disincentives for hacking go down too. 

c. Detection in Digital Supply 

Chains 

Detection problems are complicated by the distributed 

nature of the cloud in two ways. First, breaches can travel along the 

“digital supply chains” connecting online services.206 What looks 

like a slight increase in random noise to a single actor might be an 

obvious pattern if viewed across an entire supply chain. But few 

companies are predisposed to sharing their internal data with each 

other. Adding extra legal costs for discoveries certainly doesn’t 

help. breach notification rules also exacerbate collective action 

problems along supply chains. When a supply chain is 

compromised, the firm with the best detection capabilities bears an 

outsized risk of triggering a breach notification duty. Second, the 

security of shared infrastructure and libraries affects many actors, 

none of whom are responsible for monitoring that public 

infrastructure. Public libraries and infrastructure are often 

maintained by foundations with a fraction of the resources of the 

corporate and state actors they support.207 But any company that 

monitors public systems for breaches faces an additional increased 

risk of triggering a breach notification duty. 

The net effect of these complications is a legal regime that 

discourages monitoring for breaches in shared and public 

resources. The risks created by this effect magnify the risks from 

under-maintained shared systems. 

3. Responding to the Breach 

As discussed in Part I, hackers are usually still hiding when 

breach responses start. At some point, hackers realize that they’ve 

been discovered and begin to focus on getting as much value as 

possible from their hack. This can mean intentionally destroying 

                                                 
205 E.g., United States v. Nikulin, No. 3:16-cr-00440, 2020 WL 

2525096 (N.D. Cal. May 18, 2020). 
206 See Sebastian Benthall et al., An Ecological Approach to Software 

Supply Chain Risk Management, 15 PROC. PYTHON SCI. CONF. 130 (2016) 

(describing supply chain attacks).  
207 See supra note 172 (collecting sources). 
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evidence and logs, selling data on the black market that would have 

given their hack away, hiding backdoors to allow reentry, or 

downloading data en masse without concern for alerts. 

This section discusses how defenders respond to possible 

breaches. A defender has two tasks: (1) fully expel a hacker from 

their system and (2) identify and mitigate as many of the hack’s 

effects as possible. Breach response efforts also involve detailed 

post-mortems, but the relevant incentives in a post-mortem are 

either part of preemptive data security, covered infra, or post-

breach mitigation, discussed supra. 

a. Preemptive Mitigation 

By attaching duties at time of detection, DSLs implicitly 

treat breach detections like they happen at a specific moment. In 

practice, breach detection can be fuzzy, with breach responses 

starting before detection efforts end.  

In many cases, the measure that would mitigate the harm 

of a potential breach can be taken proactively. Sometimes, these 

measures are quicker and easier than investigating whether a breach 

occurred and can greatly reduce the harm of a potential breach.208  

But taking proactive measures risks triggering a breach 

notification clock. When a company determines that a breach 

occurred too long after their first proactive measure, they face a real 

risk of sanctions and statutory damages from what looks—in 

hindsight—like a cover-up.209 As a result, DSLs encourage 

companies to delay their proactive measures until they have more 

confidence that a breach actually occurred. 

b. Repelling Hackers and Restoring 

System Integrity 

DSLs treat data breaches like discrete events that end 

before the moment of detection. But most breaches are not discrete: 

a hacker gains some small foothold and slowly expands their access 

over time as they learn how internal systems work and make lateral 

jumps to connected services. Attackers can spread their influence 

through a system in deep and subtle ways and can spread laterally 

                                                 
208 For example, a password reset is a quick and easy way to mitigate 

the effect of many potential internal or external breaches. By analogy: if I 

can’t find my wallet, I might check for unauthorized credit card charges 

(was I robbed?) or retrace my steps (did I lose it?). Even if I’m 90% sure 

I misplaced my wallet somewhere in my home, I might decide to cancel 

my credit card, just to be safe. Investigation is now less important; it might 

be much later when I either find my wallet or someone tries to use my old 

card and I “detect” the breach. 
209 See, e.g., Cafepress, 2022 WL 873341 (using password reset as 

evidence of knowledge). 
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into other companies’ systems. The information-forcing functions 

of breach notifications give attackers a free information advantage 

over defenders. 

In any attack, a breach notification puts hackers on notice 

that they’ve been detected and lets them know which aspects of 

their hack might remain hidden. Knowing what a defender knows 

(and doesn’t know) helps attackers prepare to dodge defensive 

efforts or redirect resources toward undetected aspects of the 

breach. Breach notifications also let other potential hackers know 

that a company’s SecEng are occupied with a breach response, 

meaning other security functions are likely to be understaffed and 

vulnerable.  

Breach notifications also put peer companies at greater 

risk. When a hack spans multiple services, the information publicly 

disclosed by one service helps hackers anticipate other services’ 

defensive responses. Since the first to detect a breach likely has 

better detection capabilities than their peers and likely started 

mitigation efforts in parallel with preparing a breach notification, 

other targeted companies are at a comparative disadvantage in their 

attempts to detect or mitigate the attack. 

Some of these deleterious effects on multi-target attacks 

could be prevented if companies coordinated their breach 

notifications and responses with peers. But receiving proactive 

threat information triggers duties to investigate and can trigger a 

notification duty, which discourages establishing the lines of 

communication necessary for coordination. 

The information-forcing properties of breach notifications 

also help hackers planning future breaches. breach notifications 

describe breaches that companies managed to detect and, usually, 

repel. Companies that don’t send breach notifications are either less 

likely to detect a breach or less likely to report it to authorities. 

When searching for points of entry along a supply chain, hackers 

can avoid wasting energy on companies that have sent breach 

notifications, especially when breach notifications describe 

detecting and repelling sophisticated attacks. 

B. Addressing Bad Actors 

Up to this point, I’ve considered the direction that DSL 

nudges the data security practices of companies making a good-

faith effort to secure data. But DSL enforcement purports to focus 

on punishing bad actors and poor security practice. When a 

company with poor security practices gets breached and enforcers 

find out, that company faces justifiable sanctions. In most cases, a 

company’s data security practices are only scrutinized after they 

send out a breach notification.210 

                                                 
210 See, e.g., infra Appendix A. 
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This section considers the companies that don’t send 

breach notifications. Companies that don’t send notifications fall 

into three categories: (1) firms with sufficient detection capability 

that are either very lucky or very secure; (2) firms with poor 

detection capability; and (3) firms that don’t comply with breach 

notification laws. The first situation is rightly ignored by regulators. 

The second two situations represent serious enforcement gaps. 

1. Negligent Data Security 

Except for the smattering of cases in which a third party 

exposed a data breach that a company didn’t detect, an inability to 

detect a data breach renders companies nearly immune to 

regulatory attention. If companies with the worst security are least 

able to detect a breach, and companies that don’t send breach 

notifications rarely face regulatory scrutiny, it follows that the 

companies with the worst data security are some of the least likely 

to draw regulatory attention.211 

But DSL doesn’t just overlook poor detection capability, it 

actively discourages improvement. As discussed above, when 

companies improve their ability to detect breaches, they face higher 

expected legal costs. But for companies making significant 

improvements, those costs are even higher because improvements 

can shake long-running breaches out of the woodwork. Detecting 

and reporting breaches is especially risky; detecting an old breach 

means publicly disclosing historical security practices and a 

concrete example of those practices failing continuously for years. 

The worse an actor’s detection capabilities, the more DSLs increase 

the marginal expected cost of breach detection improvements. 

The same incentives discourage finding and addressing 

vulnerabilities. The first step to repairing a broken security program 

is finding and documenting problem points. Enumerating 

vulnerabilities after a period of complacency creates a record of 

security flaws that acts like a liability time bomb, massively 

increasing the expected cost of any future regulatory attention.212 

In the online services context, these issues often come up 

during the startup acquisitions. When a larger company acquires a 

smaller startup that lacks the resources or capacity to build a mature 

security program, bringing the company up to the acquirer's 

technical standards incurs those same increased risks.213 In the 

startup case, consent decrees for the acquired company’s security 

                                                 
211 Nieuwesteeg, supra note 145. 
212 E.g., Schwarcz, supra note 179. 
213 For example, Cafepress’s legal troubles began when the company 

was acquired, though their security issues started much earlier. Cafepress, 

2022 WL 873341. 
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failure can hamper all the acquirer's businesses with ongoing 

compliance duties.214 

This might feel fair: these companies placed people’s data 

at risk, they deserve to face greater liability. But companies only 

face sanctions once they begin defending their users’ data. Rather 

than levying sanctions on the most negligent actors, costs are borne 

by the customers of negligent software companies that never 

improve; since detection is unlikely, those customers rarely find out 

when their data is at risk or stolen. 

2. Rational Non-Compliance 

Coverups and non-compliance have been a consistent 

concern among the commentators and policymakers designing data 

breach notification rules.215 Since almost all data security 

enforcement begins with a data breach notification, this concern 

implicates all DSL. Though we have little empirical data on the rate 

of non-compliance—breach detections are rarely externally 

observable—the number of breaches cataloged in industry reports 

is orders of magnitude larger than the number of data breach 

notifications sent. Data breaches might be a particularly rare kind 

of breach, but widespread non-compliance seems at least a 

possibility worth considering. 

Economic reasoning and practitioner anecdotes suggest 

that—absent extra-legal motives—DSLs encourage rational non-

compliance. Just as some defendants are “judgment proof,” one 

might call many cloud companies “enforcement proof.” If 

companies think that sending a breach notification would be an 

existential threat to the company after considering the overhead of 

regulatory oversight, reputational costs, and litigation risks, then 

they might rationally avoid anything that risks sending a breach 

notification (e.g., investing in detection or complying with 

notification rules).216 Smaller companies are especially likely to 

rationally avoid compliance. The labor cost of responding to any 

                                                 
214 For example, security problems in Google Buzz triggered a fine 

measured in the ones of millions, and a consent decree that, over a decade 

later, continues to add weeks of compliance overhead to each new product 

release at the company. Decision and Order, Google Inc., No. 1023136 

(F.T.C. Oct. 13, 2011), 2011 WL 11798458. 
215 E.g., Nieuwesteeg, supra note 145. 
216 See Interviews, supra note 141. The definition of “existential” in 

these interviews was interesting. Founders talked about their future 

company rather than their current company. Anything placing the 

founder’s vision of a much larger and more successful company is an 

existential threat. In their recent paper Exit Strategy, Marc Lemley and 

Anrew McCreary note a similar phenomenon and theorize it might be a 

function of investor incentives. Mark A. Lemley & Andrew McCreary, 

Exit Strategy, 101 B.U. L. REV. 1 (2021). 
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regulatory inquiry can grind product development to a halt for 

weeks, while relatively small company profiles make impromptu 

inspection unlikely.217 As states increase the scope of liability, 

sanctions, and oversight, the costs of sending a breach notification 

increase, and more companies fall into situations where non-

compliance is the economically rational option. 

Recently, the DoJ filed criminal charges against the former 

security lead of Uber.218 Whether the threat of jail time for 

leadership discourages non-compliance remains to be seen. Some 

commentators worry that individual criminal liability will 

encourage SecEng—especially those already overworked or 

cutting corners in a short-staffed specialty—to switch careers. I 

also worry that this will push more companies towards rational 

neglect of detection systems; no one goes to jail for being a bad 

engineer. 

C. Mitigating Harm 

The previous sections focus on how DSL affects efforts to 

prevent, limit, and detect breaches. DSL is also meant to mitigate 

the harms of breaches that do occur. Ex ante safeguards like data 

minimization and encryption reduce the amount of data exposed in 

a breach, while breach notifications empower consumers to protect 

themselves, and liability rules redistribute costs. Ex ante safeguards 

like data minimization and encryption reduce the amount of data 

exposed in a breach.  

1. Exposing Less Data 

Companies can reduce potential data breach harms by 

collecting less data and by limiting the amount of data flowing 

between systems. But there is an upper bound to how much data 

minimization is possible. Online services came into popularity 

because people wanted to be able to access their apps from multiple 

devices, and specialized competition requires allowing that data to 

flow through multiple systems to provide that service. 

                                                 
217 Anecdote gleaned from conversations with cybersecurity 

professionals while writing this paper suggests that through the mid- to 

late- 2010s, early-stage companies essentially ignored existential 

threats—including security risk and data security laws—until they were 

acquired or established a stable market position. This trend appears to be 

shifting. Again anecdotally, some practitioners attributed this shift to 

efforts by larger cloud platforms to provide security resources and use 

their gatekeeper status to enforce security standards along their supply 

chains. 
218 Criminal Complaint, United States v. Sullivan, No. 3:20-cr-00337, 

2020 WL 8225853 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 20, 2020). 
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Most data breach harms in caselaw and commentary 

involve the kinds of data necessary to provide a service. Which 

makes sense, the data a person interacts with —like photos, emails, 

bank accounts—are likely to be things they care about controlling. 

Since that data is necessary to provide the service, data 

minimization options are limited without removing features.  

Some data is not necessary to provide a service—like 

targeting information sold to advertisers. While data minimization 

might prevent the autonomy harms caused by overcollection of 

data, those harms often don’t require a breach; they are harms 

perpetrated by the data collectors themselves.219 While balancing 

the value of “free” services against the negative aspects of the 

information economy is an active and important debate, it is 

tangential to this Article’s discussion of data security. Since the 

data most able to cause harm overlaps heavily with data needed to 

provide a service, data minimization has a limited effect on 

potential data breach harm.220 

2. Reducing Breach Impact 

Ex-post breach mitigation can only happen when we know 

about the breach. Firms can respond if they detect a breach, and 

consumers and agencies can respond when the firm notifies them a 

breach occurred. Even when the law helps mitigate the harms 

caused by breaches, it only helps when those breaches are detected. 

DSL allows more breaches to occur and allows proportionally more 

breaches to go undetected. It’s unclear whether the lost mitigation 

opportunities caused by missed detections outweigh the new 

mitigation opportunities DSL creates. 

a. Mitigation by Firms 

Breached firms have a few ways to limit the effects of a 

breach. Some of these involve providing or paying for services that 

limit potential harms. For example, many firms offer to buy credit 

monitoring services for affected customers, which tends to reduce 

damages and settlements in post-breach lawsuits.221 Sometimes 

there are options uniquely available to breached firms. For 

example, when NVIDIA’s security team detected an attacker 

downloading a huge amount of data, they used that connection to 

launch a counterattack and encrypt the attacker’s machine.222 

During the 2012 Russian cyberattacks, Dropbox noticed their 

attackers had the Dropbox app installed and used that connection 

                                                 
219 Citron & Solove, supra note 12, at 45–57. 
220 See id. (enumerating privacy harms). 
221 See generally Romanosky et al., supra note 61. 
222 Mike Sanders, Nvidia Counter-Hacks Its Hackers in Attempt to 

Secure 1TB of Stolen Data, ETEKNIX (Feb. 27, 2022). 
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to tag the attacker with a cookie-like tracker to trace the attacks; 

giving advanced warning to other firms and providing evidence for 

the attacker’s extradition and arrest.223 Customized technical 

counters to attacks often require extreme technical sophistication, 

but that sophistication often collects within the larger online 

services that are defending larger pools of user data.  

Here, DSLs encourage many forms of pro-consumer 

behavior. Post-breach litigation is 6 times less likely when firms 

offer credit monitoring, and every state allows companies to delay 

sending a breach notification while they are working with law 

enforcement to respond to a breach.224 While attacker incentives 

are mostly out-of-scope for this Article, increasing the odds of 

arrest should discourage hackers, which reduces data breach risk 

overall. To the extent that prioritizing credit monitoring and 

collaboration with law enforcement reduce data breach harm, DSL 

incentives mitigate data breach harms. Since these responses are 

voluntary, they only occur when they reduce a firm’s expected 

costs, meaning they partially offset some incentives that cause 

underdetection and breach notification non-compliance. 

b. Mitigation by Consumers and 

Agencies 

Agencies and consumers can also take action to mitigate 

the harm of a breach. For data subjects, this can involve increased 

vigilance for misuse of their identity or data. Given notice, data 

subjects can also take proactive measures to regain control of 

data.225 For example, a person who had sensitive personal photos 

taken can seek out instances of those photos and demand they be 

taken down. For agencies, consent decrees and injunctions can 

compel companies to adopt specific data security practices or 

undergo ongoing agency review. The first-order effects of these 

provisions seem to help consumers. Empirical evidence suggests 

that identity thefts go down after the first round of breach notices 

in a state, though further notices have little effect.226 Consent 

decrees fix the weaknesses unearthed by agency investigation, 

though the overhead of ongoing monitoring may have implications 

on competition and innovation.227 As the cost of breach 

                                                 
223 Nikulin, 2020 WL 2525096. 
224 Romanosky et at., supra note 221. 
225 Though that notice can also harm consumers. See generally Ido 

Kilovaty, Psychological Data Breach Harms, 23 N.C. J.L. & TECH. 1 

(2021). 
226 E.g., Sasha Romanosky et al., Do Data Breach Disclosure Laws 

Reduce Identity Theft?, 30 J. POL’Y ANALYSIS & MGMT. 256 (2011); 

Kesari, supra note 137. 
227 Bizarrely, I can’t find a single article on the cost of FTC consent 

decrees. There must be one. If not, the general idea is that arbitrarily 
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notifications and consent decrees increase, so too do the incentives 

to reduce prevention and detection efforts. 

Agencies and consumers have a variety of mechanisms 

available to make companies pay for the cost of a breach. To the 

extent that a company is culpable for a breach’s cost, this 

reallocation makes sense. But companies rarely have a mechanism 

to distribute those costs fairly, meaning corporate incidence of cost 

is often more based on luck or visibility than on lax security 

practices.228 And the kinds of harms recognized by the law 

represent a small fraction of potential harms. These increased 

corporate costs exacerbate the effects above, while only a subset of 

consumers can seek damages, and those damages only represent a 

portion of total harm. 

Most ex-post mitigation options used by agencies and 

consumers increase the cost of breach detection and contribute to 

the warped incentives discussed in the beginning of this section. 

When a breach goes undetected, consumers and agencies have less 

information and no opportunity to respond. Whether these 

mitigation mechanisms outweigh the cost of those missed 

opportunities and lost information depends on the relative strength 

of these effects.  

In summary, for almost every cloud provider, at almost 

every stage of a system data breach, data security laws get the 

incentives backwards. Before a breach, DSL discourages 

vulnerability enumeration and vulnerability investigation of both 

public and private resources. During a breach, they depress 

detection accuracy and alerting frequency, an effect that is even 

more pronounced along shared supply chains. After a breach, the 

law discourages preemptive mitigation and hampers integrity 

restoration. For negligent actors, DSLs punish improvement and 

create an environment that encourages rational non-compliance. To 

the extent that the downward pressure on good actors pushes them 

towards negligence, these stabilizing effects will keep them there. 

Labor supply issues exacerbate all of these effects and make it 

difficult to increase—instead of reallocate—security effort. 

Though the law assigns some of the mitigation costs to data 

holders, the task of identifying the right mitigation falls on 

consumers and agencies. A smattering of empirical evidence 

suggests that consumers’ ability to self-help is limited, and the 

opportunity for self-help is only available for detected breaches and 

concrete harms. But DSL’s ex-ante and ex-medio punishments 

make breaches more likely (meaning a greater need for mitigation) 

                                                 
adding overhead to a single competitor creates an unjustified competitive 

disadvantage. Cf. Verstraete & Zarsky, supra note 12, at 844 (discussing 

similar “moral luck” effects with the reputational cost of data breach 

notifications). 
228 Id. at 822. 
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and less frequently discovered (meaning opportunities for 

mitigation are less frequently available). 

This Part assumes that DSLs influence the corporate 

decision-making process. If DSLs aren’t salient, then the (non-

existent) incentive effects on firm behavior are clearly outweighed 

by even limited self-help opportunities. However, the entire project 

of DSL design aims to create rules that change corporate behavior. 

If policymaking continues on its current trajectory, the growing 

disincentive effects of DSL will eventually outstrip the bounded 

opportunities to mitigate data breach harms. The effect of the rules 

becoming salient is especially pernicious when it changes the 

number of unknown breaches, since there is no metric that will 

indicate whether the law is making data security better or worse.229 

III. A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO DATA SECURITY 

The previous Part identified eight ways that DSL 

disincentivizes good security, two categories of problematic 

security practices exacerbated by DSL, and several limitations on 

DSL’s ability to mitigate harm.  

In the software-as-a-product era, holding companies 

individually accountable for a growing list of specific security 

failures made sense. In the software-as-a-service era, security 

envelops a global network of interconnected systems, each of 

which runs on a blend of human and automated decision-making. 

A punitive theory, focused on deterring lax security practices and 

providing restitution, fails to capture the nuance of modern 

practice. No regulator can detect unobserved breaches or measure 

a company’s innovation capacity.  

Instead, this Part argues for taking a systems view, 

analyzing regulation by its effect on the data security incentives 

described in the previous Part. The goal of this section isn’t to 

outline a specific regulatory solution. Instead, it aims to 

demonstrate how systems thinking can help convert the problems 

identified in Part II into actionable solutions. My approach is 

agnostic to the specific normative cybersecurity goals, and should 

work for any policymaker seeking to align regulatory outcomes 

with their policy priorities.230 

                                                 
229 This is discussed in more detail infra Part IV. 
230 This approach draws inspiration for selecting regulatory toolkits 

from public policy literature, e.g., CHRISTOPHER HOOD, TOOLS OF 

GOVERNMENT (1983), systems thinking from systems design literature, 

e.g., Gianpaolo Basile & Francesco Caputo, Theories and Challenges for 

Systems Thinking in Practice, 14 J. ORG. TRANSFORMATION & SOC. 

CHANGE 1 (2017), and goal-motivated policy design from systems 

engineering literature, e.g., ANDREW P. SAGE, SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 

65–71 (1992). 
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A. Putting Together the Right Regulatory Toolkit 

Data security regulation aims to change firms’ behavior in 

a way that minimizes the frequency and severity of data breaches 

while maximizing the information available to data subjects when 

data breaches occur. Today’s DSLs attempt to achieve these effects 

with a sanctions- and prohibition-heavy approach. 

 1. Expanding or Augmenting Existing DSL 

   isn’t Enough 

While the body of data privacy and cybersecurity literature 

identifies many issues highlighted in Part II, those observations are 

scattered, motivating regulatory proposals that add or adjust rules 

to address their problems du jour.231 

These focused solutions feel natural. Public resources are 

neglected; why not compel companies to maintain the open-source 

libraries they use? Companies don’t enumerate vulnerabilities; why 

not require security audits and bug bounties? Ex post enforcement 

comes too late; why not add more prescriptive ex ante rules and 

enforcement?232 Risk is shared across the supply chain; let’s widen 

the regulatory net.233 Detection isn’t happening; why not mandate 

investigations when something suspicious happens? 

Given the body of prior work using this approach, it’s 

worth addressing directly before proceeding: why isn’t expanding 

or augmenting DSL requirements enough to address today’s data 

security failures? 

There are two ways to do “more”: spend more resources or 

use existing resources more efficiently. Policies that use 

requirements and oversight accept some amount of (inefficient) 

overhead to prevent detectable underinvestment. But cloud security 

has a supply-constrained labor market. So policies only increase 

net security effort if they use the limited pool of SecEng expertise 

more efficiently. By effectively reducing the labor supply, 

compliance overhead reduces the sector’s net security effort. 

Effective data security law must increase SecEng efficiency 

enough to offset the cost compliance. 

Mandating efficiency would require some way to measure 

a firm’s efficiency, which presents a few challenges. First, 

regulators would need to balance different kinds of security efforts. 

For example, spending more time on investigations means less time 

on R&D—trading static efficiency for dynamic efficiency. And the 

relative importance of different kinds of effort should be dynamic; 

if the law prioritizes one kind of risk over another, hackers can shift 

                                                 
231 See supra note 12 (discussion). 
232 E.g., Filler et al., supra note 12. 
233 E.g., SOLOVE & HARTZOG, supra note 9, at 193. 
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their efforts in response. Second, regulators would need to balance 

different kinds of potential harm. For example, maybe preventative 

efforts matter more for photo sharing sites—where data breach 

harms are hard to measure or undo—than they do for insured 

financial institutions. Third, regulators need some way to measure 

a firm’s capacity to innovate. Testing whether a firm is doing all it 

can to secure a public resource or improve its custom code requires 

access to information and expertise that is impractical or impossible 

for regulators to acquire. 

2. Carrots and Sticks 

Regulatory incentives are sometimes classified as carrots 

or sticks. Carrots work well when correct behavior is hard to define 

or audit, but easy to identify and reward when a company self-

reports.234 The reward-based approach can be expensive because it 

often requires rewarding every compliant actor, while sticks are 

often cheaper because the fear of a stick applies even when applied 

infrequently.235 For lower-incidence sticks to work, however, 

actors must be able to self-assess compliance.236 

B. Adding Appropriate Carrots 

Carrots are uniquely effective policy tools when regulators 

face specification problems—situations where compliance differs 

between actors or where non-compliance is difficult to detect—

singling-out problems—situations where a regulator wants 

similarly-situated actors to behave differently from their peers—

and insolvency problems—when actors are indifferent between 

penalties that exceed their ability to pay.237 IP rights are classic 

example of all three situations: it’s hard to identify someone’s 

creative potential (specification); you don’t want everyone making 

the same thing (singling out); and a starving artist won’t care if the 

fine for not creating the next great work goes up by a few million 

dollars (insolvency). Yet the allure of fame and fortune motivates 

                                                 
234 Gerrit De Geest & Giuseppe Dari-Mattiacci, The Rise of Carrots 

and the Decline of Sticks, 80 U. CHI. L. REV. 341, 392 (2013). 
235 Giuseppe Dari-Mattiacci & Alex Raskolnikov, Unexpected Effects 

of Expected Sanctions, 50 J. LEGAL STUD. 35, 37 (2021). 
236 This follows logically: if enforcement targets cannot identify 

which behavior constitutes compliance, then they cannot adopt that 

behavior, regardless of the strength of the incentives. 
237 See De Geest & Dari-Mattiacci, supra note 234 (defining 

“specification problem” and “singling-out problem”). “Insolvency” is not 

part of the de Geest framework, but helpful for clarity here. See generally 

IAN AYRES, CARROTS AND STICKS: UNLOCK THE POWER OF INCENTIVES 

TO GET THINGS DONE (2010). 
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millions of creative works each year.238 Many data security 

practices identified in Part II raise regulatory challenges.239 

1. Specification Problems 

Specification problems occur when a regulator can’t 

identify or enforce an appropriate “floor.”240 This can happen when 

the appropriate floor is unknown or rapidly changing, when the 

appropriate floor is different for each regulated actor, or when 

detecting non-compliance is intractably hard. A few DSLs already 

use safe harbors to encourage the adoption of hard-to-audit but 

uncontroversial security practices like encryption. 241 

a. Improvement and Innovation 

Short of operating vulnerability searches and assessing 

individual security teams themselves, agencies have no way to 

collect the information they need to determine whether a company 

is making good-faith cybersecurity efforts or going through the 

motions. Regulators in other industries sometimes work around this 

inspection problem by measuring output. For example, 

environmental regulators can measure emissions. 242 This option 

isn’t available to data security regulators because undetected 

breaches and vulnerabilities are unknown.  

In Part II, I discuss how some of the most effective means 

of discovering and preventing hacks—like crowd-sourcing 

                                                 
238 This example is shamelessly stolen from a lecture by Katherine 

Strandberg. 
239 Among a handful of proposals for data security reform that include 

incentives, Jeff Kosseff’s four-part “positive incentive” proposal contains 

many carrots that resemble the ones listed here. The Kosseff proposal calls 

for safe harbors for “responsible” cybersecurity, harmonized federal 

breach notification rules, tax incentives for cybersecurity investment, and 

national data insurance. Jeff Kosseff, Positive Cybersecurity Law: 

Creating a Consistent an Incentive-Based System, 19 CHAPMAN L. REV. 

401, 411–18 (2016). 
240 De Geest & Dari-Mattiacci, supra note 234. 
241 For example, states that allow a “reasonable delay” to restore 

integrity before sending a breach notification delay the cost of a 

notification when a company takes affirmative action to protect their 

users. E.g., KAN. STAT. § 50-7a01. Others create safe harbors around 

uncontroversial practices, like the use of encryption. E.g., CAL. CIV. CODE 

§ 1798.82. Some commentators have proposed expanding the list of 

specific practices that afford safe harbor. E.g., Kosseff, supra note 239, at 

416. 
242 E.g., U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, OUTPUT-BASED REGULATIONS: 

A HANDBOOK FOR AIR REGULATORS, Section 2 (Aug. 2014), 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-07/documents/output-

based_regulations_a_handbook_for_air_regulators.pdf. 
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vulnerability hunts through bug bounties—is discouraged by the 

allocation of sanctions and liabilities, resulting in a likely 

substitution effect away from cybersecurity efforts. Perhaps the 

most straightforward way to counter this effect is through direct 

subsidization. Implementing rewards for improvement could take 

many forms. For example, lawmakers could offer tax breaks for 

security investment or for training new SecEng. Subsidies and 

agency coordination for bug bounty programs could help improve 

enumeration efforts and offset the compliance overhead bounties 

introduce. 

A handful of states have cybersecurity incentive programs. 

These programs subsidize security using tax incentives for 

cybersecurity services and training.243 For example, Maryland 

doles out up to $4 million in tax credits for small businesses that 

buy cybersecurity services from a qualified in-state provider. But 

these programs are limited to the purchase of off-the-shelf solutions 

that are ill-suited for the cybersecurity issues faced by online 

services.244 

b. Voluntary Compliance and 

Disclosure 

For coordination mechanisms to be effective, companies 

need to share information about problems, threats, and 

weaknesses—both potential and actual.245 The benefits of that 

sharing are enjoyed by all, but the cost is borne by the firms with 

the best capabilities or the worst luck.246 Since overseeing agencies 

cannot detect non-reports or undersharing without collecting threat 

                                                 
243 Maryland and Oklahoma offer tax write-offs for cybersecurity 

services and cybersecurity training, respectively. OKLA. STAT. TIT. 68, § 

2357.405; MD. TAX-GEN. § 10-733.1. 
244 A few cybersecurity policy commentators explore tax incentives 

for cybersecurity investments. E.g., Kosseff, supra note 239, at 415–16; 

Matwyshyn, supra note 12, at 1193. Both recognize the need for positive 

incentives for cybersecurity innovation, Kosseff notes that Maryland’s 

law doesn’t scale to larger businesses, Matwyshyn contemplates the 

problems faced by small businesses and non-IT-focused businesses like 

hospitals. While these papers are less focused on data protection, the case 

for adding carrots here is similar. 
245 As with all the goals in this section, a reasonable policymaker 

might decide that some other interest outweighs the cybersecurity benefit 

of sharing. See, e.g., Derek Bambauer, Sharing Shortcoming, 47 LOYOLA 

U. CHI. L.J. 465 (Jan. 2015) (arguing that the privacy risks from 

information sharing outweigh the security benefits). 
246 The concept of more capable firms having more knowledge to 

share is almost tautological. But an unlucky first victim of a cyberattack 

will also have an outsized amount of knowledge to share. For the role of 

bad luck in data breaches, see, e.g., Verstraete & Zarsky, supra note 12, 

at 853 (discussing the role of hacker activity levels in data breaches). 
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information themselves, agencies cannot detect and punish non-

sharing.247 Building effective coordination mechanisms requires 

the benefits of voluntary disclosure to outweigh the costs.248 The 

risk of sanctions and increased liability for disclosing—or even 

recording—potential problems runs directly counter to this goal.249 

Improving coordination requires improving the incentives 

to disclose risks to the coordinating entity, which can be achieved 

by either decreasing expected costs or increasing expected benefits. 

In other industries that rely on coordination and voluntary 

compliance, anonymized disclosure mechanisms and safe harbors 

for reporting serve these dual purposes.250 Though safe harbors and 

anonymization may not fully address the costs and competitive 

disincentives of giving expensive-to-collect threat information to 

direct competitors, they at least remove some legal risks.251 In 

concert with incentive mechanisms like rewards for particularly 

helpful reports or subsidization of detection efforts, better 

disclosure mechanisms can help enable more informed risk 

                                                 
247 This is an example of a situation that requires carrots because of 

what De Geest and Dari-Mattiacci refer to as a “Specification Problem.” 

De Geest & Dari-Mattiacci, supra note 234. 
248 Id. 
249 See supra Part II. 
250 Anonymization was contemplated in the seminal work on data 

breaches, but largely disappeared from the discourse. Paul M. Schwartz 

& Edward J. Janger, Notification of Data Security Breaches, 105 MICH. 

L. REV. 913, 960–62 (2007). 
251 A few scholars have proposed other government-run coordination 

efforts. Notably, Bair, Bellovin, Manley, Reid, and Shostak propose 

building a database of “near miss” data security incidents. See generally 

Jonathan Bair et al., That Was Close! Reward Reporting of Cybersecurity 

“Near Misses,” 16 COLO. TECH. L.J. 327 (2018). [The article] assumes 

that near misses are detectable—a tall order given the difficulty of 

detecting actual hits—and in practice would be largely redundant with the 

NIST/MITRE CVE vulnerability database. Bizarrely, the paper proposes 

a vulnerability and threat reporting database administered by NIST and 

MITRE while making no mention of the nearly identical NIST/MITRE 

CVE program. Compare id. at 333 (“We call [our proposal] a Cyber 

Security Reporting System, CSRS, in homage to the ASRS.”) with 

Program Briefing, AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING SYS. (“ASRS”), NASA, 

https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/overview/summary.html (last visited Oct. 23, 

2022) (“The ASRS collects, analyzes, and responds to voluntarily 

submitted aviation safety incident reports in order to lessen the likelihood 

of aviation accidents.”) and Overview, CVE, U.S. DEP’T OF HOMELAND 

SEC., https://www.cve.org/About/Overview (last visited Oct. 23, 2022) 

(“The mission of the CVE® Program is to identify, define, and catalog 

publicly disclosed cybersecurity vulnerabilities . . . to coordinate [IT 

professional’s] efforts to prioritize and address the vulnerabilities.”). 
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management by firms, and more informed regulation by enforcers 

and policymakers.252 

2. Singling Out Problems 

Singling-out problems occur when similarly-situated 

actors should behave differently from their peers.253 For example, 

we might want to encourage a handful of actors to take point on 

securing specific public resources. Or we might only need a subset 

of firms along a supply chain to perform holistic breach detection. 

Since these activities have high costs and mostly externalized 

benefits, they aren’t always incentivized by the market. In singling-

out situations, requiring every company to contribute equally 

would unnecessarily duplicate work, but assigning the task to a 

single firm would put them in an undeserved competitive 

disadvantage. 

a. Maintenance of Shared Resources 

Many mechanisms used to address specification problems 

could also help address singling out problems, especially when a 

handful of actors are especially capable of addressing systemic 

risks. For example, tax incentives for contributions to communal 

and open-source code (as opposed to firm-managed code), might 

encourage companies with strong SecEng to support projects that 

have sector-level benefits. Tax incentives could even encourage 

companies to share their innovations, especially if security 

innovation doesn’t offer a market advantage. Similarly, safe 

harbors and anonymity could reduce the cost of being the best 

detector along a supply chain by removing many of the additional 

detection costs currently imposed by DSL. 

b. Coordinated Security Efforts 

In the cloud, there are significant challenges to gathering 

information and noticing patterns when threats or attacks stretch 

across multiple independent systems. In the traditional software 

vendor model, the limited number of vendors and monolithic 

codebases meant related security reports would be received by a 

small number of vendors, resulting in relatively low coordination 

costs. 

The government is uniquely positioned to help protect 

shared infrastructure. First, government-maintained monitoring 

                                                 
252 For other approaches to security using incentives and safe harbors, 

see, e.g., Matwyshyn, supra note 12, at 1190–91; Kosseff, The 

Cybersecurity Privilege, supra note 12, at 261. 
253 De Geest & Dari-Mattiacci, supra note 234, at 372–73. 
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tools and infrastructure must already exist to protect state 

infrastructure. That infrastructure could be extended to protect 

private clouds and assess shared code, just as government-supplied 

security protects storefronts and shipping lanes in physical 

commerce. Second, the government has demonstrated expertise 

building information flows and coordinating defensive efforts at 

global scale. There are already some early examples demonstrating 

how public-private cybersecurity coordination might work. The 

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency’s (“CISA”) 

demonstrated the value of this position in their “Shields Up” 

program which coordinated resistance to a Russian cyberattack 

against the U.S. tech sector.254 This isn’t a panacea; federally-run 

systems like the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) 

database allow some limited information sharing across the sector, 

but can become a single-point-of-failure for internet security if not 

properly staffed and funded.255  

Extending these programs to ongoing data security efforts 

could reduce the cost of coordinating data security efforts. This 

would not only reduce the marginal cost of cybersecurity 

investments, it might also increase the net efficiency of 

cybersecurity investment by eliminating duplicated work and 

enabling better-informed prioritization. 

3. Insolvency Problems  

Reward-based incentives also encourage voluntary 

compliance in actors that might rationally engage in non-

compliance. Carrots and sticks implicate solvency issues 

differently: a stick can only create an economic incentive as large 

as an actor’s ability to pay. 

As discussed in Part II, many small- to mid-sized data 

handlers have similar solvency limitations or estimate the 

probability of an audit as diminishingly low. If a data breach 

notification could trigger company-ending litigation and loss of 

goodwill, that company might rationally select non-compliance or 

minimal compliance. Similarly, as the probability of enforcement 

goes to zero, so too do expected costs. Increasing sanctions has a 

                                                 
254 Shields Up!, CISA, https://www.cisa.gov/shields-up (last visited 

Oct. 23, 2022). 
255 Matwyshyn provides an account of CVE’s utility and limitations. 

Matwyshyn, supra note 12, at 1190. CVE has run into capacity issues in 

the past that left it with a months-long backlog in publishing 

vulnerabilities. See, e.g., Letter from the Hon. Greg Walden, Hon. Tim 

Murphy, Hon. Marsha Blackburn, and Hon. Robert E. Latta, H. Comm. 

On Energy and Commerce, to Mr. Jason Providakes, President and Chief 

Executive Officer, MITRE Corp. (Aug. 27, 2018) (on file with Author); 

see also Robert Vamosi, For Want of a CVE: MITRE’s ongoing CVE 

backlog, SYNOPSYS (May 25, 2016). 
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limited ability to offset a low probability of enforcement; the 

maximum salient sanction is limited by the company’s ability to 

weather the sanction, and raising sanctions pushes more companies 

into the group of sanctions-proof actors. 

The rewards-based mechanisms discussed in this section 

all could help address or mitigate rational non-compliance. 

Subsidies and rewards increase in salience to smaller and less cash-

rich firms. Safe harbors could remove the chance that compliance 

with certain rules increases the risk of a company-ending event.256 

C. Making Sticks More Effective 

Regulatory sticks are a way for regulators to enforce 

compliance, usually involving behavior that is easy to detect and 

observe, like speeding.257 Unlike carrots, sticks only need to be 

applied intermittently to encourage compliance, since the mere 

threat of penalties can motivate companies to adhere to the rules, 

even if penalties are not frequently imposed.258 For a stick to 

encourage compliance, companies need to understand their 

obligations and be able to assess their own compliance. To enforce 

penalties, regulators must be able to detect non-compliance. Since 

regulators mostly rely on data breach notifications to detect bad 

data security, enforcement is limited by compliance with breach 

reporting rules and is largely reactive. 

1. Picking Appropriate Rules 

Caselaw and anecdote teaches us that many firms are 

negligent in their cybersecurity efforts. DSL needs to provide some 

auditable “floor” that companies cannot fall below. As discussed in 

Part II(B), current DSL traps companies beneath the regulatory 

floor by setting standards that are only enforced once a company 

builds some base set of security capabilities.  

To pull firms out of that cellar, regulators need a set of 

well-defined rules that are easy to audit or document. This isn’t a 

new concept. Many sector-focused agencies engage in floor-setting 

by adopting uncontroversial rules through notice and comment.259  

                                                 
256 Some jurisdictions have considered a “small business exception” 

for similar reasons. See, e.g., CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.140 (including a 

minimum revenue threshold for non-data-brokers in the definition of 

“business”). 
257 E.g., Brian Galle, Carrots, Sticks, and Salience, 67 TAX L. REV. 

53 (2013–2014). 
258 See generally Giuseppe Dari‐Mattiacci & Gerrit De Geest, 

Carrots, Sticks, and the Multiplication Effect, 26 J.L., ECON. & ORG. 365 

(2010). 
259 See, e.g., U.S. DEPT. OF TRANSP., FED. AVIATION ADMIN. 

[“FAA”], NO. 8000.72, INTEGRATED OVERSIGHT PHILOSOPHY (2017); 
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But states and state agencies have few hardline rules, and the FTC 

has never articulated a data security baseline. Perhaps the FTC’s 

approach is an artifact of their section 5 authority, which explicitly 

eschews the need to define the particulars of unfair trade practice.260  

As one commentator notes, there is no shortage of “easy” 

data security cases.261 A well-defined floor would give enforcing 

agencies something to look for in an audit, which would make ex 

ante enforcement easier. In turn, increased ex ante enforcement and 

easier self-assessment would make ongoing negligence much 

riskier.262 

2. Reworking Data Security Standards 

Many important data security practices aren’t easy to 

define with clear-cut rules. Yet policymakers still have an interest 

in making sure companies that hold personal data keep it secure. 

As with rules, for a standard to affect ex ante behavior it must be 

possible to self-assess one’s compliance and economically feasible 

to come into compliance. 

a. Vagueness in Current Standards 

There are often several conflicting, reasonable ways to 

allocate a finite supply of cybersecurity talent and resources. FTC 

complaints usually enumerate the reasonable actions a company 

failed to take.263 Taken as a whole, these complaints do little to 

illuminate either proscribed or prescribed data security practices.264 

They also offer little guidance on navigating or documenting 

                                                 
FAA, NO.  8000.373, COMPLIANCE POLICY (2015) (describing a policy 

emphasizing proactive safety improvements and increased voluntary 

compliance over retroactive punishment, except in the case of repeated 

non-compliance with well-defined rules); see also Remarks of Chair Lina 

M. Khan at IAPP Global Privacy Summit 2022 (Apr. 11, 2022) 

(commenting on adding explicit data security standards in Advanced 

Notice of Public Rulemaking, 86 Fed. Reg. 72,901 (Dec. 23, 2021)). 
260 See Edward F Howany, Utilization by the FTC of Section 5 of the 

Federal Trade Commission Act as an Antitrust Law, ANTITRUST BULL. 

162, 163 (1960) (quoting H.R. REP. No. 1142, 63rd Cong., 2d Sess., 19 

(1914)) (providing an account of the congressional history of the FTC Act:  

“[i]t is impossible to frame definitions which embrace all unfair practices. 

There is no limit to human inventiveness in this field. Even if all known 

unfair practices were specifically defined and prohibited, it would be at 

once necessary to begin over again.”). 
261 Filler et al., supra note 12. 
262 Id. 
263 See infra Appendix A for a list of recent FTC complaints. 
264 See Kosseff, Hacking Cybersecurity Law, supra note 12, at 823–

27 (using the facts and procedural history of F.T.C. v. LabMD, 894 F.3d 

1221 (10th Cir. 2018), to demonstrate this lack of clarity). 
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tradeoffs. By asking for everything, the reasonable security 

standard is treated by industry as strict liability for breaches and 

vulnerability reports tempered by some inscrutable enforcement 

discretion policy.265 

Consider a simplified account of the hack in Wyndham as 

a motivating illustration: hackers gained access to the hotel chain’s 

systems by guessing passwords through brute-force guess-and-

check.266 After automated security programs blocked several 

hundred break in attempts, one slipped through.267 Detecting that 

initial breach took four months—faster than industry average.268 

Completely removing the hackers and restoring system integrity 

took a little over a year. During the recovery, Wyndham discovered 

two additional prongs of the attack, sending an additional 

notification after each discovery.269 Wyndham’s aggressive 

approach to notification was damning at trial. In denying their 

appeal, Judge Ambro noted: “Wyndham's [case] is even weaker 

given it was hacked not one or two, but three, times. At least after 

the second attack, it should have been painfully clear [that 

Wyndham didn’t have reasonable security].”270 

What should a security team observing Wyndham do 

differently? Automated systems were in place and seemed to be 

working. The automated lockout triggered an investigation, and the 

breach was detected more quickly than industry average. 

Notifications were sent in a timely manner, including updates when 

new problems were uncovered. Beyond adopting the specific 

practices that would have prevented the Wyndham hack, the hotel 

chain’s behavior seems facially reasonable. 

What’s missing from the complaint is context. If, for 

example, a few of Wyndham’s 10,000+ employees forget their 

password and get locked out on any given day, then the IT team’s 

cursory investigations into an almost-always-benign alert seem 

reasonable.271 If, however, automated systems had never locked an 

account before, then the lackluster response seems like a grave 

oversight. 

b. Understandable Elements 

Standards that guide and assess decision-making are a 

familiar trope in dozens of fields of law. To make a reasonable 

                                                 
265 Cf. Cass R. Sunstein et al., A Behavioral Approach to Law and 

Economics, 50 STAN. L. REV. 1471, 1533 (1998) (discussing similar 

difficulties with hindsight bias in negligence cases). 
266 Wyndham Worldwide, 799 F. 3d at 236. 
267 Id. 
268 Complaint at ¶ 27, Wyndham Worldwide, 2012 WL 12146600. 
269 Wyndham Worldwide, 799 F.3d at 236. 
270 Id. at 256. 
271 Wyndham Hotels & Resorts, Form 10-K 11 (2019). 
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security standard predictable enough to guide behavior, 

policymakers could borrow from one of the many context-aware 

legal standards used to judge the decision-making.272 Many of these 

standards are broken into elements for use in multi-step or 

balancing tests.273 This approach gives regulated actors enough 

information to roughly understand their legal constraints without 

tying enforcers to a specific enumeration of allowed or forbidden 

behavior. The reasonable security standard has no such elements or 

test.  

This subsection imagines one possible articulation of 

elements and a test for the reasonable security standard, drawing on 

the “business judgment rule” from corporate law. The business 

judgment rule defers to a company’s board’s judgment if its 

members are (a) reasonably informed and (b) make reasonable, 

disinterested decisions that they (c) rationally believe are in the best 

interest of their shareholders.274 The burden initially lies with a 

party challenging a board’s judgment to rebut the presumption, 

after which the board has the burden to justify the reasonableness 

of their action.275 Notably: a bad outcome doesn’t disprove the 

business judgment rule; a bad decision does. A similar “security 

judgment rule” could encourage better information gathering and 

documentation of security tradeoffs. Here’s one potential 

implementation: a security team’s choices are considered 

reasonable if (1) the security team took reasonable efforts to 

enumerate risks (2) the security team prioritized those risks based 

on potential harm to data subjects and (3) security teams took 

actions which they rationally believed would minimize consumer 

harm.276 Unless the FTC can disprove one of those elements, they 

defer to a security team’s on-the-ground decision making. 

Instead of “teaching to the test” by focusing on the kind of 

security flaws that are easiest to see in hindsight and carefully 

                                                 
272 This is sort of riffing on notions of “data fiduciaries.” See Jack M. 

Balkin, The Fiduciary Model of Privacy Responses, 134 HARV. L. REV. F. 

11 (2020–2021) (sketching the idea of a fiduciary interest for data 

holders); but see Lina M. Khan & David E. Pozen, A Skeptical View of 

Information Fiduciaries, 133 HARV. L. REV. 497 (2019) (raising a number 

of practical and philosophical issues with the idea of a fiduciary duty 

measured in nebulous concepts like security or privacy). 
273 E.g., RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW, CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: 

BUSINESS JUDGMENT RULE §4.02 TD NO. 1 (AM. L. INST. 2022). 
274 Id. 
275 See generally Irwin H. Warren & Bradley R. Aronstam, 

Delaware’s Business Judgment Rule and Varying Standards of Judicial 

Review for Assessing Director Conduct in M&A Transactions, CAN. INST. 

(2007).  
276 This is a toy example meant as an illustration. There are 

complexities, like building in some notion of the cost of security 

overinvestment through loss of innovation, usability, etc. 
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avoiding becoming overinformed, this new standard encourages 

security teams to discover risks and think carefully (in writing) 

about risk tradeoffs. This new approach would still hold companies 

accountable for creating unnecessary risks or underinvesting in 

security. For example, a security team that unknowingly uses 

outdated and insecure libraries probably didn’t make reasonable 

efforts to enumerate risks. 

Applying this approach to my stylized Wyndham example: 

the FTC complaint describes a relatively mature security program 

with several flaws (the place the hackers got in). If the security team 

was at least partially aware of failed password attempts emanating 

from the source of the hack; disproving the first element might be 

difficult for the FTC. But if FTC had details on what Wyndham’s 

IT team did instead of improving the security of their franchisees, 

the agency might decide that Wyndham could not have rationally 

expected their alternative would minimize consumer harm. 

A test with well-defined elements would give security 

teams watching litigation a better idea of how to act. The test 

described here would encourage efforts to understand and 

document risks and record user-centric reasons for security 

tradeoffs. Agencies would have an easier trail to audit, and 

companies would have better confidence in the legal implications 

of their prioritization choice than the current approach of reading 

the tea leaves from prior data security enforcement and guidance. 

D. Harmonization 

Digital platforms are particularly susceptible to the 

“Brussels Effect,” in which all laws have de facto concurrent 

jurisdiction, resulting in an effective law comprised of the most 

stringent version of each provision in any law.277 Policy 

mechanisms like safe harbors are almost impossible to implement 

when a single state can unilaterally nullify an exception. The odds 

of a state unilaterally nullifying safe harbors is high. The California 

Privacy Protection Agency has sharply opposed federal laws that 

would preempt California’s current ability to raise data protection 

standards unilaterally.278 Nine other state A.G.s have taken public 

                                                 
277 See generally ANU BRADFORD, THE BRUSSELS EFFECT: HOW THE 

EUROPEAN UNION RULES THE WORLD (2020) (describing this effect). 
278 Memorandum from Maureen Mahoney, Cal. Priv. Prot. Agency, 

on Recommended Agency Position on Legislation that Seeks to Preempt 

the CCPA or Substantially Limits California’s Current or Future Privacy 

Protections (July 26, 2022), 

https://cppa.ca.gov/meetings/materials/20220728_item2_cppa_staff_me

mo.pdf; Press Release, Off. of Governor Newsom, Governor Newsom, 

Attorney General Bonta and CPPA File Letter Opposing Federal Privacy 

Preemption (Feb. 28, 2023), 
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stances against federal preemption of data privacy laws.279 Even 

without these risks, inconsistent enforcement makes sticks less 

predictable, and therefore less effective.280 

Enacting a preemptive federal law, even one more stringent 

than the most severe state law, would reduce the complexity of 

compliance and roll back the current law’s status as a superset of 

dozens of sets of standards, obligations, and provisions. It would 

also allow policymakers and agencies with exclusive enforcement 

authority to apply carrots—like safe harbors—which would 

otherwise be unavailable. 

IV. THE CASE FOR INACTION 

Open any law review article on data breaches and you’ll be 

greeted in the first few paragraphs by an urgent call to action: data 

breaches are bad, they’re getting worse, new laws are needed to fix 

the problem.281 In parting, I leave you with a call for short-term 

inaction. 

Directionally, we don’t know if data breaches are getting 

better or worse. Sure, the number of reported and known breaches 

is going up, but the practices in Part II have a varied relationship 

with data breach rates and harms. Better breach detection means 

more breaches discovered. Faster breach recovery and better breach 

response means the same amount of hacker activity will yield more, 

shorter, shallower attacks, meaning more detected breaches.  

There is some evidence supporting the more optimistic 

view. The growing use of ransomware is consistent with a shift 

towards quick-impact techniques that require shorter-lived, 

shallower access. New risks being discovered in the digital supply 

chain might reflect new effort to direct some much-needed 

attention to securing communal resources. 

Even if data risk is getting worse, is worsening data 

security the cause? Data security might be getting better but the 

amount of data on the internet is outpacing that improvement. If 

that’s the case we might ask: is that data risk all bad, or are we 

                                                 
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2023/02/28/governor-newsom-attorney-general-

bonta-and-cppa-file-letter-opposing-federal-privacy-preemption/. 
279 Letter from Rob Bonta, Cal. Attorney General, et. al., to Congress 

(July 19, 2022),  

https://cppa.ca.gov/meetings/materials/20220728_item2_letter_attor

ney_general.pdf. 
280 See Kosseff, Hacking Cybersecurity Law, supra note 12, at 844–

47 (describing the costs and confusion that come with disparate 

enforcers). 
281 See, e.g., SOLOVE & HARTZOG, supra note 9, at 190 (“Data 

security is a problem that is spiraling out of control. The epidemic is 

growing worse each year, with no signs of abating, and the stakes couldn’t 

be higher.”). 
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converting other risks—like driving less because we can order stuff 

online and telecommute—into data risks? If so, how does that 

affect our overall risk profile? If the internet exits its growth phase 

and data collection hits a steady-state, will data risks also stop 

growing? 

Even with no federal DSL legislation, the Biden 

administration’s new cybersecurity initiatives seem to be working. 

CISA has coordinated industry-scale responses to major threats.282 

After urging from the White House, Google, Apple, IBM, and 

Microsoft have committed to building a training pipeline for new 

cybersecurity professionals.283 The newly-created Cyber Incident 

Review Office has established confidential reporting 

mechanisms.284 

Where does that leave us? This Article details how DSL 

affects cloud company’s internal incentives. It suggests that when 

DSL is salient, there are several ways it can make data security 

worse. Yet this account also weakens the justification given for 

urgent reform efforts. And public and private improvement can 

happen without new DSLs or ramped-up enforcement. 

Pending more information, lawmakers should seriously 

consider tabling DSL reform. Yes, data breaches are a problem. 

Yes, data security law is broken and has limited salience (see Parts 

I and II). Yes, enforcement approaches have much room for 

improvement, especially at the FTC (see Part III). But urgent, 

reactive DSL reform—especially given our twenty-year record of 

consistently ineffective reforms—seems just as likely to do harm 

as to do good. 

Instead, lawmakers and commentators should take the time 

to investigate and understand the new cybersecurity threats and 

practices that have emerged in the past decade. To the extent that 

new laws are needed, we’ll need to redesign them for a radically 

different modern context. 

CONCLUSION 

There is an apocryphal story from the early days of systems 

engineering: in WWII, the Allies wanted to add armored plating to 

their planes, but the weight of plating would slow the planes down, 

leaving them vulnerable for longer. The Allies decided to add 

armor to the places where repair crews recorded patching the most 

                                                 
282 See, e.g., Shields Up, supra note 254. 
283 Press Release, The White House, Fact Sheet: Biden 

Administration and Private Sector Leaders Announce Ambitious 

Initiatives to Bolster the Nation’s Cybersecurity (Aug. 25, 2021). 
284 Cyber Incident Reporting for Critical Infrastructure Act of 2022 

[“CIRCIA”], Public Law 117-103, 136 Stat. 49, Div. Y (2022) (to be 

codified at 6 U.S.C. §§ 681–681g).  
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bullet holes. But statistician Abraham Wald observed that the 

military’s records of bullet holes only included planes that made it 

home. The more recorded bullet holes, the more planes survived a 

hit to that location. If the Allies wanted more planes to come home, 

they’d put the armor where the holes weren’t.285 

Current data security law is too focused on the planes that 

make it home. It relies on an oversimplified model of data security 

that overlooks undetected breaches, rational non-compliance, and 

the systemic nature of data security. Focusing on the harms we see 

leaves us vulnerable to the ones we don’t. The punitive approach 

focuses on the breaches we are most likely to detect and punishes 

the firms that successfully detect and report breaches. Policies that 

redirect attention towards those known problems are like armor on 

the wrong part of the plane: they weigh down data security efforts 

across the industry and leave our data infrastructure’s weak points 

even more vulnerable. 

Regardless of their normative goals, policymakers 

designing data security laws should adopt a systemic approach to 

data security regulation that accounts for collective effects, 

innovation incentives, and unknown unknowns. This Article 

provides a model of data security practice that enables the systems 

approach and sketches out a framework for operationalizing the 

systems approach in policy.   

  

                                                 
285 Jonathan Bair et al., That Was Close! Reward Reporting Of 

Cybersecurity “Near Misses,” 16 COLO. TECH. L.J. 327, 342 n.81 (2018) 

(citing W. Allen Wallis, The Statistical Research Group, 1942-1945, 75 

J. AM. STATISTICAL ASS’N 320, 320–30 (1980)). 
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APPENDIX A:  FTC DATA SECURITY ENFORCEMENT 

This table enumerates complaints filed by FTC that are 

tagged in the agency’s database with as “data security,” “data 

breach,” or “cybersecurity” cases and that allege a security issue. 

Omitted complaints make allegations that fall into four categories: 

(1) overcollection of minor’s data in violation of the Children’s 

Online Privacy Protection Act,286 (2) false claims to be a participant 

in the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield framework and in compliance with 

the frameworks principles,287 (3) failure to comply with non-

security-related data rules from the Federal Credit Reporting 

Act,288 and (4) misrepresentation of data collection and 

(intentional) data sharing practices.289 
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June 18, 

2003 
Guess?, Inc. B --   X   

Nov. 08, 
2004 

Petco Animal 
Supplies, Inc. 

B --   X   

June 16, 
2005 

BJ's Wholesale 
Club, Inc. 

B 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

     

Dec. 01, 
2005 

DSW Inc. B 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

     

Feb. 23, 

2006 

Card Systems 

Solutions, Inc. 
B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

  X   

Nov. 16, 

2006 

Guidance Software, 

Inc. 
B --   X   

                                                 
286 E.g., Complaint, Musical.ly, Inc., No. 1723004 (F.T.C. Feb. 27, 

2019). 
287 E.g., Complaint, Click Labs, Inc., No. C-4705 (F.T.C. Dec. 03, 

2019). 
288 E.g., Complaint, Kohn’s Department Stores, Inc., 2:20-cv-859 

(E.D. Wis. June 08, 2020). 
289 E.g., Complaint, Flo Health, Inc., No. 1923133 (F.T.C. Jan. 13, 

2021). 
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Dec. 18, 
2007 

American United 
Mortgage Co. 

B --  X    

Jan. 17, 
2008 

Life is good, Inc. B 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

  X   

Mar. 27, 

2008 
Reed Elsevier Inc. B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

  X   

Mar. 27, 

2008 

TJX Companies, 

The, Inc. 
B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

  X   

Jan. 21, 

2009 
Navone, Gregory B 

Public Notice 

from 
Respondent 

 X    

Feb. 05, 
2009 

Gencia Corporation 
[Compgeeks.com] 

B 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

  X   

May 05, 

2009 

James B. Nutter & 

Company Corp. 
B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

X X    

Mar. 09, 
2010 

LifeLock, Inc. Corp. V (other)  X X   

Mar. 25, 
2010 

Dave & Buster's, 
Inc. 

B 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

  X X  

July 27, 

2010 
Rite Aid Corp. B 

Breach was 
Externally 

Observable 

 X    

Feb. 03, 

2011 
ACRAnet, Inc. B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

X  X X  

May 03, 

2011 
Ceridian Corp. B 

Public Notice 

from 
Respondent 

  X   

May 03, 
2011 

Lookout Services, 
Inc. 

V 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

  X   

June 07, 

2012 
EPN, Inc. B -- X X    

June 07, 

2012 

Franklin's Budget 

Car Sales, Inc. 
B -- X X    
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June 26, 

2012 

Wyndham 

Worldwide Corp. 
B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

X X X X  

Feb. 22, 

2013 
HTC America Inc. V 

Report from 

Security 
Researcher 

X X X   

Sept. 04, 
2013 

TRENDnet, Inc. B 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

     

Dec. 31, 
2013 

Accretive Health, 
Inc. 

B 

Public Notice 

from 

Respondent 

X X    

Mar. 28, 

2014 
Credit Karma, Inc. V 

Report from 
Security 

Researcher 

X   X X 

Mar. 28, 

2014 
Fandango, LLC V 

Report from 

Security 

Researcher 

X   X X 

May 21, 

2015 
LabMD, Inc. B (other) X X X X X 

Dec. 21, 
2015 

Oracle Corp. (other) --      

Feb. 23, 
2016 

ASUSTeK 
Computer Inc. 

V 

Report from 

Security 

Researcher 

     

May 26, 

2016 

Henry Schein 
Practice Solutions, 

Inc. 

V --     X 

Jan. 05, 

2017 
D-Link V 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

  X  X 

Aug. 29, 

2017 
TaxSlayer B 

Public Notice 

from 
Respondent 

     

Sept. 05, 

2017 
Lenovo, Inc. V -- X X X X X 

June 12, 

2019 

LightYear Dealer 

Technologies, LLC 
B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

X X X   

July 22, 

2019 
Equifax, Inc. B -- X  X  X 
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Nov. 12, 

2019 

InfoTrax Systems, 

L.C. 
B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

  X   

Apr. 06, 

2020 
Tapplock, Inc. V 

Report from 

Security 
Researcher 

X     

Nov. 09, 
2020 

Zoom Video 

Communications, 

Inc. 

V 

Report from 

Security 

Researcher 

X X X  X 

Dec. 15, 

2020 

Ascension Data & 

Analytics, LLC 
B -- X   X  

Dec. 16, 

2020 

SkyMed 

International, Inc. 
V 

Public Notice 

from 
Respondent 

X X    

Mar. 15, 
2022 

CafePress B 

Breach was 

Externally 

Observable 

X    X 

Oct. 24, 

2022 
Drizly, LLC B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

X     

Oct. 31, 

2022 
Chegg B 

Public Notice 
from 

Respondent 

X X   X 

May 31, 

2023 
Ring, LLC B 

Public Notice 

from 
Respondent 

    X 
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APPENDIX B. REWORKING THE ROMANOSKY-ACQUISTI MODEL 

Much of the past decade’s scholarship on the economics of 

data breach notifications build on a fixed-effects model of firm 

incentives introduced in Profs. Sasha Romanosky & Alessandro 

Acquisti (R&A)’s seminal 2009 paper, Privacy Costs and Personal 

Data Protection: Economic and Legal Perspectives.290 

The R&A model depends on an assumption that an 

increase in care decreases both expected sanctions and the 

probability of data harm.  But that assumption violates the intuition 

presented in Part II of this Article, which describes how increased 

care increases the probability of detection (and therefore attention 

from enforcers). 

A. Fixing the Model 

The R&A model is structured as follows: companies apply 

level of care 𝑥 at cost 𝑐(𝑥), and breaches (“accidents”) occur with 

probability 𝑝(𝑥). A breach triggers an “investigation” of constant 

cost 𝑖. Corporate costs equal 𝑝(𝑥)𝑖 + 𝑐(𝑥). Using the graph 

reproduced below, R&A predict an equilibrium when cost of care 

and the expected cost of breaches are equal. Adding partial 

internalization of consumer harm and probabilistic enforcement 

can shift the curves or change their steepness. 

 

Figure 1:  The cost function as depicted in the seminal R&A 

model.291  Under this model, the expected cost of a data breach 

decreases with additional care (𝑥) increases, while the cost of care 

increases. R&A predict that rational economic actors will exercise 

care at the level where the two lines cross.292 Note that R&A’s chart 

depicts the 𝑝(𝑥)𝑖 curve as having continuously downward slope, 

which is inconsistent with this Article’s account. 

R&A’s misstep occurs in an implicit assumption reflected 

in a chart reproduced in figure 1. The chart shows that the slope of 

                                                 
290 See generally Romanosky & Acquisti, supra note 23. 
291 Reproduced from id. at 1084 (fig. 5). 
292 Id. 
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the expected cost of a breach, 𝑝(𝑥)𝑖, decreases continuously with 

care.  

But—as shown in Part II of this article—the probability of 

detecting a breach increases with level of care. Firms only incur 

breach costs when there is an accident and that accident is detected. 

Thus, expected data breach costs involve two probabilities: the 

probability an accident occurs, 𝑝𝑎(𝑥), and the probability that 

accident is detected, 𝑝𝑑(𝑎). We can make those two functions 

explicit by expanding R&A’s probability function: 𝑝(𝑥)𝑖 =
𝑝𝑎(𝑥)𝑝𝑑(𝑎)𝑖.293 

By reasoning about the slope and value of these two 

functions at the boundaries we can build a better intuition for the 

shape of p(x). The initial value of the curve will be very close to 0 

because a firm exercising no care will not detect breaches, and the 

probability of external detection is low. The curve will initially 

increase because at some level of care breaches are detected but not 

prevented. The cost curve will never exceed 𝑖 because probabilies 

can never exceed 1. At some point the curve should return to zero, 

since in the case of near-infinite care a firm should prevent all 

breaches.294 

Using these insights, we can redraw R&A’s chart (see 

below). With no changes to any of R&A’s math, correcting the 

slope of the cost curve yields radically different predictions. As is 

visually apparent, the total cost to a firm (the sum of the two curves) 

is lowest when the level of care is zero. The corrected model 

suggests that companies will rationally excise no care. 

                                                 
293 I’m maintaining R&A’s assumption that there are no false alarms, 

but see Part II.A.2, supra. (noting false alarms are inevitable). Taking 

false alarms into account would yield the more complex formula 

𝑝(𝑥)𝑖 = (𝑝𝑎(𝑥)𝑝𝑑(𝑥|𝑎) + 𝑝~𝑎(𝑥)𝑝(𝑥|~𝑎))𝑖 

but would not change the major insights in this appendix. 
294 Restated more formally:  

Lemma 1: A firm exercising no care expects zero cost from breaches. 
  𝑝𝑑(0) = 0; 
  ∴ 𝑝𝑑(0|𝑎) 𝑝𝑎(0)𝑖 = 0. 

Lemma 2: The expected net cost of care is bounded by 0 and 𝑖: 
  𝑝{𝑎,𝑑}(𝑥) ∈ [0,1]; 

  ∴ 𝑝𝑑(𝑥|𝑎)𝑝𝑎(𝑥)𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑖]∀𝑥 
Lemma 3: The expected cost of breaches to a firm exercising near-infinite 

care is zero: 
  𝛥𝑝𝑑(𝑥|𝑎) > 0;  
  𝛥𝑝𝑎(𝑥) < 0; lim

𝑥→∞
𝑝𝑎(𝑥) = 0; 

  lim
𝑥→∞

𝑝𝑑(𝑥|𝑎) = 1; 

∴ lim
𝑥→∞

𝑝𝑑(𝑥|𝑎)𝑝𝑎(𝑥)𝑖 = 0. 
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Figure 2: The corrected basic loss equation. The corrected basic 

loss equation. The probability of an incident is the probability that 

in incident occurs and is detected. When care (𝑥) is zero, there 

probability of a problem is large, but the probability of detection is 

negligible. The natural equilibrium occurs when the sum of both 

lines is lowest, which in this case occurs at 𝑥 = 0. 

Of course, the probability of detection is never truly zero—

sometimes a data breach is discovered by a third party or disclosed 

by the hacker themselves. But external discovery represents a small 

fraction of known breaches and is likely negligible. Even if external 

discovery is likely, it will decrease as care increases, meaning it 

will increase to 𝑝𝑑(𝑥|𝑎) for low values of 𝑥, as shown in the figure 

below. Incorporating external detection does not disrupt the 

concerns raised in this appendix. 

None of these models account for the various confounding 

or exogenous reasons a company might care about cybersecurity, 

or how those incentives interact with data security laws. If those 

factors influence outcomes, neither the original nor correct model 

includes enough information to predict the effect of DSL. 

 

 

Figure 3:  The basic loss equation for figure 2 adjusted to account 

for external detection. Since a breach might be detected by an 

external actor, there is still some chance of a detection in the zero-

care case. As a firm increases its level of care it becomes more 

likely to find problems first, meaning the graph only changes for 

low values of 𝑥. 
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